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△
Chief Justice
John Roberts
administers the
oath of office to
Trump during the
58th presidential
Inauguration
on Jan. 20 in
Washington
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Conversation

▽
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facebook.com/time
@time (Twitter and Instagram)

▽
send an email:

letters@time.com
Please do not send attachments

SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT ▶ In “The 2017 Fear Index”
(Dec. 26, 2016/Jan. 2, 2017), a photograph in the chart incorrectly depicted
a lunar eclipse. On Aug. 21, 2017, there will be a total solar eclipse. In the
View (Jan. 16, 2017), the Books in Brief item incorrectly characterized the
removal of a bust of Winston Churchill from the White House. President
Obama’s spokesman says the bust was removed by curators at the start of his
Administration. In the Brief (Jan. 23, 2017), we inaccurately described the
number of criminal charges and individuals charged by the Michigan attorney
general’s investigation into the Flint water crisis. Forty-eight charges have
been filed against 13 state and local officials.

Letters should include the writer’s full name, address and home
 telephone and may be edited for purposes of clarity and space

TALK TO US

BACK IN TIME
Though not every
Inauguration has
merited a cover
story, TIME has
been covering the
White House for
nearly a century—
including the
quadrennial ritual
of the President’s
promise to
“preserve, protect
and defend” the
Constitution. Here,
editions featuring
John Kennedy,
Richard Nixon,
Ronald Reagan and
Barack Obama. See
the full issues at
time.com/vault

What you
said about ...

LIFE AT 1600 The Jan. 23 cover story
examining life in the White House—which
included advice from Obama Administration
staffers to their incoming counterparts—
was “informative, entertaining and
inspiring,” wrote
John Chomiczewski
of Collingswood, N.J.
Jenna Bush Hager
and Barbara Bush’s
open letter to Malia
and Sasha Obama
struck a particular
chord, prompting
NBC anchor
Savannah Guthrie to
describe the two as
“women of goodness
and grace” and
former Fox News anchor Gretchen Carlson
to note that we need “more civility like this.”
Their “words of wisdom,” wrote Vogue.com’s
Madeleine Luckel, “would serve people at
any stage of life well.”

‘Most
revealing
article ...
I hope
Trump’s
confidantes
are reading.’
BILL MANNING,
Austin

PERILS OF THE PODIUM David Von Drehle’s
Jan. 23 story on Meryl Streep’s anti-Trump speech
at the Golden Globes drew heated reactions.
Sue Mattingly of Meriden, Conn., “appreciated”
his idea that artists are most powerful when they
stick to art, agreeing that the actor’s “strongest
words have come through her acting.” The Rev.

Valerie Ann Fons of
Washington Island, Wis.,
however, argued that the
speech was a reminder
that Streep’s lifetime
achievements involve not
just acting but also “the
courage and voice of real
life.” Chicago’s Therese
Hoesli was “surprised” by
what she read as “vitriol”
toward Streep but thought
the star could do more.
“If Meryl Streep is so
passionate about making
lives better for others,”
she wrote, “maybe she
could demand that half of
the cast of her next movie
be African-American.”

VIRTUAL REALITY In “Home: A UN VR
Film,” a new feature presented by LIFE VR—
Time Inc.’s virtual-reality initiative—users go
behind the scenes with former U.N. Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon (seen here watching a
trailer for the film) on the final trips of his term.
Learn more at time.com/lifevr

‘Meryl
Streep
offers a
shining
example
for us of
the artist
speaking
truth to
power.’
THE REV. WESLEY
HAMLIN,
New Castle, Del.
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For the Record

SOURCES: BRISTOL HERALD COURIER; COLUMBUS ZOO AND AQUARIUM; NEW YORK T IMES; NOA A; REUTERS

‘It’s very sad to be swearing in a
President in someone else’s country.’

FATOU SILLA, Gambian businesswoman, after the winner of the nation’s presidential election, Adama Barrow, took the
oath of office in Gambia’s embassy in neighboring Senegal because his predecessor refused to step down

‘I CAN’T
IMAGINE
LIVING THE
REST OF
MY LIFE
ACCEPTING
THAT
PEOPLE JUST
DISAPPEARED
INTO THIN AIR.’
GRACE NATHAN, daughter of a passenger
on Malaysia Airlines Flight 370,
responding to the announcement that
the search for the missing plane has
formally ended after nearly three years

58.690F
The average

temperature across
the world’s land and
ocean surfaces in

2016, making it the
hottest year on record
for the third year in a

row, according to NASA
and NOAA

‘THIS
AMERICAN
CARNAGE
STOPS
RIGHT HERE
AND STOPS
RIGHT NOW.’
DONALD TRUMP, vowing to fight inner-city poverty, factory
closures, educational deprivation, crime, gangs and drugs in
his Inaugural Address as U.S. President on Jan. 20

60
Age of the oldest

gorilla ever recorded,
a female named

Colo, when she died
on Jan. 17; she was
the first gorilla to be

born in a zoo

‘No deal for
Britain is

better than
a bad deal
for Britain.’
THERESA MAY, U.K. Prime
Minister, setting out her

negotiating position ahead
of the United Kingdom’s

“Brexit” from the European
Union, on Jan. 17

‘This is not just a
matter of no-drama
Obama. This is what
I really believe.’
BARACK OBAMA, during his final press conference as President,
assuring viewers that the U.S. is “going to be O.K.” no matter
what happens during Trump’s presidency

300,000

Davos
The World

Economic Forum
hosted world leaders
to find solutions for

the future

DeVos
The Secretary
of Education

nominee flubbed
basic questions at
her confirmation

hearing

GOOD WEEK
BAD WEEK

Number of pennies that a
Virginia man delivered to the
DMV in wheelbarrows to cover
the sales tax on two cars, in
protest of how inconvenient the
DMV made his payment process
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WORLD

Denied
clemency,
Snowden
remains
trapped in
Putin’s game
By Simon Shuster

Snowden can still appear outside Russia—as at this Amsterdam film festival—but only by video link

Russia was neveR meant to be
Edward Snowden’s final destination.
When he decided in 2013 to leave his
comfortable job in Hawaii as a U.S.
intelligence contractor and expose his
government’s most invasive spying
programs, the whistle-blower knew he
was likely to live in exile for a while.
He was hoping for asylum somewhere
in Latin America or maybe Western
Europe. But he wound up marooned
inside a rival superpower, playing a
bit part in a new Cold War.

It could have been worse; his
fellow leaker of government secrets,
U.S. Army Private Chelsea Manning,
was sentenced to 35 years in prison
in 2013 for sending hundreds of
thousands of secret files to the Wiki-
Leaks site. Manning has served her
time since then as a transgender

woman inside a military prison for
men at Fort Leavenworth, where she
has attempted suicide at least once.
But Manning’s story has since taken
a happier turn. In one of the final acts
of his tenure, President Barack Obama
commuted her sentence on Jan. 17. He
did not grant any such clemency to
Snowden, whose path home now looks
a lot more treacherous.

During his campaign for the presi-
dency, Donald Trump referred to
Snowden as a traitor, and his pick for
director of the CIA, Mike Pompeo, has
called for his execution for endanger-
ing the lives of American service mem-
bers. In the days before Trump’s In-
auguration, some wondered whether
Russian President Vladimir Putin
might decide it was now time for
Snowden to return home and face jus-

‘NEARLY HALF A CENTURY ON FROM HIS MOON WALK, HE IS NOW AMONG THE STARS.’ —PAGE 11
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TheBrief

TECHNOLOGY

Inside Facebook’s
big VR lawsuit
Testifying in a $2 billion suit brought by game
creator ZeniMax Media over the creation
of the Oculus Rift virtual-reality headset,
Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg
pulled back the curtain on his deal for the
company and Facebook’s VR ambitions. Here
are three key revelations:

tice. Michael Morell, former acting director of the
CIA, wrote in a column published on Jan. 15 that
the whistle-blower would be the “perfect Inaugu-
ration gift” for Trump. “It would allow the soon-
to-be President to publicly demonstrate, with rea-
son, that his relationship with Putin and his new
approach to Russia are paying dividends,” Morell
wrote on the Cipher Brief, a national-security blog.

Yet the Kremlin does not look ready to offer up
those dividends. Rarely, if ever, has Russia been
in a position to amplify the voice of a free-speech
campaigner whom the U.S. has sought to imprison.
Putin has relished that reversal of roles, and he has
used it to distract from his own abysmal record
on human rights and to condemn the U.S. for
hypocrisy. As a propaganda tool and a geopolitical
bargaining chip, Snowden is worth more to the
Kremlin than any Inauguration gift.

So it was no surprise when the Russian Foreign
Ministry responded to Morell’s column by an-
nouncing on Jan. 17 that Snowden’s right to stay in
Russia had been extended. His lawyer in Moscow,
Anatoly Kucherena, confirmed to TIME that his
client’s residence permit is now valid until 2020.
He is free to travel around the country, to cam-
paign for the cause of transparency and to appear
via video link at conferences around the world.
He has even been free to criticize the Russian gov-
ernment. “After 70 years of Soviet power, we have
come a long way toward achieving a situation
where free speech is ensured,” Kucherena says.
“And I think Edward is a very good sign of that.
This only makes us glad to have him here.” Russia
has also been glad to watch Snowden’s disclosures
embarrass the U.S. government and strain its alli-
ances around the world.

That doesn’t mean his extradition to the
U.S. is off the table, as Trump and Putin look for
ways to cement their relationship. Snowden does
not have permanent asylum in Russia, and his
legal status amounts to a kind of limbo. Nor is he
any closer to returning home on his own terms.
What he has long demanded is the right to return
to the U.S. and face a public trial before a jury,
rather than a closed military court like the one
that jailed Manning. Under Obama, the U.S. gov-
ernment has refused to promise him that right.
Even as it considered the possibility of granting
him a pardon, the White House was careful to dif-
ferentiate between the crimes that Snowden and
Manning committed—and the ways they have
dealt with the consequences. While Manning
faced justice, Snowden “fled into the arms of an
adversary,” White House spokesman Josh Earnest
told reporters on Jan. 15. That may be true. But
by refusing Snowden’s appeals, Obama has effec-
tively left him in the hands of that adversary—and
made him another trump card in Putin’s deck. □

267
Number of Beatles
songs for which
Paul McCartney is
seeking to reclaim
the copyright, in a
lawsuit filed against
Sony on Jan. 18

DIGITS

TICKER

Drug lord El Chapo
extradited to U.S.

Joaquín Guzmán Loera,
the Mexican drug

kingpin known as El
Chapo, was extradited

to the U.S., where
he faces numerous
narcotics-related

charges. In 2015, he
escaped from Mexico’s
most secure prison via
a mile-long tunnel dug

by his associates.

Pulse shooter’s
wife charged

Noor Salman, the wife
of Omar Mateen, who

killed 49 people in
an Orlando nightclub
last June, pleaded

not guilty to charges of
aiding her husband’s
terrorist activities and
misleading authorities.
If convicted, she faces

life in prison.

Iraqi forces liberate
eastern Mosul

Iraqi government
troops said they had
wrested “full control”
of eastern Mosul from

ISIS, three months
after the operation

began to retake Iraq’s
second largest city

from the militant group.
Iraqi troops were aided

by U.S. air support
and advisers.

60% of primates
face extinction

More than half of the
world’s wild primates—

including apes,
monkeys and lemurs—

are threatened with
extinction, new

research says. Of the
504 species studied,
60% are on course

to die out because of
deforestation, hunting
and climate change.

◁ In court,
Zuckerberg said
virtual-reality
technology could
take another
decade to mature

STEEP COSTS
Zuckerberg revealed that Facebook paid
$3 billion to acquire Oculus VR—$1 billion
more than the reported value of the deal
when it closed in 2014. He said in court that
he expects to invest at least that much over
the next decade to grow the technology.

CUTTHROAT COMPETITION
Zuckerberg’s approach to finalizing the Oculus
deal exemplifies the fast-paced competition
in Silicon Valley. In a text message cited as
evidence, the CEO urged executives to “keep
pushing forward until we have something we
can sign on a moment’s notice.”

THE FUTURE OF VR
Oculus’ headset is an early indication of
Zuckerberg’s lofty VR ambitions, though he
said in court that “it’s going to take five or
10 more years of development before we
get to where we all want to go.” Eventually
he hopes to “get closer to this kind of
perfect representation so you can capture
a moment you had.”
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THE BEST
PASSPORTS

The Passport
Index, compiled

by financial
advisers Arton
Capital, ranks

countries’ travel
documents by
the number
of nations
accessible

without visas
or with visa-
on-arrival

arrangements.
Here’s a sample

of where
countries rank

today and
whether they have

risen or fallen
since last year:

1.
Germany

(no change)

3.
U.S.
(+1)

5.
Malaysia

(+3)

7.
Greece

(–2)

23.
Mexico

(+2)

40.
Russia

(no change)

78.
India
(–1)

95.
Afghanistan
(no change)

DATA

◁ Lee, Park and Choi,
from left, are at the heart
of the allegations

WORLD

A catastrophic
error in Nigeria
kills scores
A NigeriAN militAry jet
mistakenly bombed a camp
for internally displaced
people in the town of Rann
on Jan. 17, killing at least 70,
including nine humanitarian
workers, and injuring more
than 100. The fighter jet
struck the camp twice while
hunting for members of
Boko Haram. Alfred Davies,
a Doctors Without Borders
field coordinator who took
this photograph, told TIME
he had “no words to describe
the chaos” that followed
the bombing. The Nigerian
air force has launched an
investigation into the strike.

the corruptioN scANdAl eNgulfiNg south
Korea has ensnared the country’s largest company.
On Jan. 18, Samsung’s de facto chief, Lee Jae-yong,
appeared in court after being accused of bribing
impeached President Park Geun-hye and one of
her confidantes. Although the judge declined
to detain Lee, legal experts say he will likely
face charges. Here are the key figures in the
ongoing scandal:

LEE JAE-YONG The Samsung scion is accused
of paying $36 million to
organizations linked to Choi
Soon-sil, a longtime friend
of Park’s. In return, the
Park government allegedly
supported a controversial
merger that helped Lee
tighten his control of
Samsung. Lee admits
making the payments

but denies seeking favors in return. The merger
allegedly cost his firm’s pension fund $300 million.

PRESIDENT PARK GEUN-HYE Lawmakers voted to
impeach Park in December after it emerged that
she had allowed Choi to tweak speeches and advise
on government policy. She came to power prom-
ising to rein in the chaebol, the influential South
Korean family conglomerates of which Samsung is
the largest. She denies criminal conduct.

CHOI SOON-SIL The daughter of a shaman-like cult
leader who was close to Park’s parents, she allegedly
claimed to talk with Park’s late mother from beyond
the grave. Prosecutors claim foundations run by

Choi wrested almost $70 mil-
lion from chaebol including
Samsung, LG and Hyundai.
She has been indicted
on charges of extortion.

—chArlie cAmpbell

SPOTLIGHT

Who’s who in South Korea’s
widening graft scandal
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TheBrief

NATION

As drought lets up,
California faces new
water struggles
By Justin Worland

After five long yeArs, it AppeArs
California’s drought is finally letting up.
Thanks to a recent string of storms, more
than a third of the state has now welcomed
healthy precipitation, and California’s
snowpack—a crucial source of water as the
year progresses—has reached nearly twice its
seasonal average in some parts of the Sierra
Nevada. That’s a dramatic improvement over
last summer, when literally every inch of the
state experienced drought conditions. It’s
also welcome news for Californians, who
have faced a series of water restrictions since
Governor Jerry Brown declared a state of
emergency in early 2014. Farmers have been
forced to spend heavily to maintain yields.

But the state’s water struggles are far
from over. For one, nobody knows for sure
how long these rains will last. Although
recent precipitation has been abundant—in
some places more than 80 in.—the accuracy
of storm forecasting remains unreliable
beyond a week. Californians know this
all too well: last year, experts projected a
“Godzilla” El Niño that would bring record
levels of precipitation. It never materialized.
“Will six weeks from now be wet?” asks
Jeanine Jones, California’s interstate water-
resources manager. “The skill in that kind

of forecasting is just not there.”
In other words, a storm slowdown is a

very real possibility—and it could leave
California without enough water to make
it through the dry summer. Historically,
when that happens, the state has turned
to groundwater stored in natural rock
formations deep beneath the earth’s surface.
But those reserves remain depleted after
years of drought; restoring them could take
years in some places, says Jones.

The quick influx of water has also
created a delicate balancing act for water

managers. Keeping
surface reservoirs
filled to the brim
protects against
the possibility of a
sudden dry spell,
but it also heightens
the risk of flooding
if and when future
storms hit. To
that end, water
managers opened

the Sacramento Weir floodgates earlier this
month to drain reservoir water into nearby
fields after projections showed local water
levels would likely continue to rise. That’s a
calculation that will be made across the state
in the coming months.

For now, though, Jones is focused on
planning and ensuring the state’s water
supply come what may. “We’re halfway
through our wettest season, and conditions
have been encouraging,” she says. “I would
say we’re cautiously optimistic.” □

ROUNDUP

Female-
only
transport
Air India is to reserve
two rows on every
flight for females
only, after reports
of women groped by
male passengers.
But similar initiatives
around the world
have been criticized
as Band-Aids that
cover up rather than
address the problem
of male-on-female
violence. —Tara John

TRAINS
U.K. opposition leader
Jeremy Corbyn raised
the idea of female-only
passenger cars in 2015
to tackle harassment.

Critics said segregating
women would signal
defeat on the issue.

BUSES
In the Chinese city
of Zhengzhou, the

introduction of women-
only buses featuring

pink fluffy toys has riled
feminists who said they
encourage stereotyping.

TAXIS
Women-only cabs

(below) in conservative
Dubai might reduce the
risks of sexual assault,

but they have been
criticized for reinforcing

gender segregation.

‘Some places
will probably
see very little
recovery,
even over the
long term.’
JEANINE JONES,
California department
of water resources

TICKER

Jewish centers see
bomb-threat wave

Twenty-seven Jewish
community centers

across 17 U.S. states
reported receiving

hoax bomb threats on
Jan. 18, nine days after

16 Jewish facilities
received similar calls.
The threats prompted
evacuations but no

explosives were found.

Italy hotel buried
by avalanche

A four-story spa hotel
in the mountains of

Abruzzo, in central Italy,
was buried by snow
from an avalanche

apparently triggered
by an earthquake.

The hotel’s roof partly
collapsed, and at

least 20 people were
reported missing.

Secret Service
settles bias case

The Secret Service
agreed to pay

$24 million to settle
an almost two-decade-

old case brought by
more than 100 black
agents who alleged

that the agency
fostered a racist

culture and rejected
their promotion bids
in favor of white staff.

The agency did not
admit to wrongdoing or

institutional bias.

Snatched newborn
found after 18 years

An 18-year-old who
was snatched as a

newborn from a Florida
ward has been reunited
with her birth parents.
Gloria Williams, who
abducted Kamiyah

Mobley in 1998, was
arrested and held in a

Jacksonville jail.
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Milestones
DIED

Eugene
Cernan
The last man
to walk on
the moon
Danger seemeD to
shadow the space ca-
reer of Eugene Cernan,
who died on Jan. 16 at
82. On a space walk
outside the Gemini 9
spacecraft in 1966, his
visor fogged up and his
suit overheated. On
Apollo 10, three years
later, his lunar module
spun out of control just
a few miles above the
surface of the moon.

It was only as com-
mander of Apollo 17 in
1972, the very last lunar
landing, that Cernan
would enjoy the per-
fect mission, spending
three days exploring
the moon’s surface. He
left with a few words
for posterity. “We leave
as we came and, God
willing, as we shall re-
turn,” he said, “with
peace and hope for all
mankind.” Nearly half
a century on from his
moon walk, Cernan is
now among the stars.
But his footprints in the
lunar soil remain. Even
more enduringly, so
does his legacy.
—jeffrey
kluger

DIED
Brenda Barnes,
former CEO of the
Sara Lee Corp.,
at 63. Barnes
made headlines
in 1997 when
she resigned
as Pepsi-Cola’s
North America
chief to be a stay-
at-home mom.
▷ Antony
Armstrong-Jones,
Earl of Snowdon,
86, a photogra-
pher who was
married to Queen
Elizabeth II’s
sister, Princess
Margaret. She
divorced him in
1978 after 18
years of marriage.
▷ William Peter
Blatty, 89, author
of the horror novel
The Exorcist. His
screenplay for
the 1973 movie
won an Academy
Award.
▷ Jimmy Snuka,
the Fijian former
professional
wrestler known as
Superfly, at 73.

DESIGNATED
Twenty-four new
national historic
landmarks in the
U.S., including a
Native American
burial ground
in Kansas and
the site of the
1970 Kent State
University shoot-
ings in Ohio.

HIRED
Nigel Farage,
the British
politician whose
campaign for
the U.K. to leave
the European
Union brought
him into the orbit
of President
Donald Trump,
as a contributor
to the Fox News
Channel.

ANNOUNCED

Ringling Bros.
strikes its tent
“The Greatest Show on
Earth” announced that
the show will not go
on after May 21, citing
declining ticket sales
since live-elephant acts
ended in 2016. Here are
glimpses of the circus
across its 146 years:
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When KaThleen KeaTing WorKed
for IBM, she didn’t think much about her
retirement plan. She signed up for the
company’s 401(k) and left it at that.

But at age 40, she decided to leave the
corporate world and become her own
boss. That meant coming up with her
own retirement savings plan as well.

What she found over the next nine
years was surprising. Working for
herself allowed the Boston-area public-
relations professional to set aside
thousands of dollars more per year for
retirement, reducing her income tax
bill substantially while giving her more
options about when and how to invest.

“I have so much more flexibility,” she
says. “When you’re working for someone
else, you’re locked in to their retirement
plans and you have to deal with HR and
all the paperwork.”

Financial advisers say retirement
plans for self-employed Americans have
become more popular in recent years
thanks to a 2001 tax law that allows
them to put more money away than most
people who work for someone else. But
to make it work, they have to be diligent
about setting up the accounts and
putting money in regularly.

The difference can be substantial.
Most workers with a traditional 401(k)
can set aside a maximum of $18,000 this
year, or up to $24,000 if they are over
age 50. By comparison, a self-employed
worker can set up a type of investment
account called a SEP-IRA and put away
25% of their income, up to a maximum of
$54,000, this year.

Self-employed workers willing to
do a little more paperwork can also set
up what is called a solo or individual
401(k), which allows them to put the
typical $18,000 salary deferral in as well,
dramatically increasing the amount they
can set aside in a year.

They can also contribute money
on their own schedule. Workers with
a traditional 401(k) at a medium-

RETIREMENT

Long-term saving
strategies for the
self-employed
By Ryan Teague Beckwith

workforce. (Another 29.4 million, or
about 20% of the workforce, were hired
by self-employed Americans.)

Susan Diehl, president of PenServ
Plan Services, a consulting firm that
works with employers and financial
institutions on retirement plans, says
individual 401(k) plans have become
“the hottest thing since sliced bread”
in recent years because of how much
self-employed workers can save.

She gives the example of a consultant
over age 50 making $50,000 a year. With
a SEP-IRA, that person could set aside
up to 25% of their income, or $12,500.
With a solo 401(k), that person could
put in another $24,000, for a total of
$36,500—or nearly three-fourths of
their income. That would dramatically
reduce income tax while also saving
much more for retirement than a
traditional worker could.

And some older workers may
need to save more. A national survey
commissioned by Experian in 2016
found that 71% of Americans felt they
did not have enough retirement savings.

For Keating, who has maxed out
her contributions most years since
starting her business, working for herself
has helped her catch up to her retirement
goals and forced her to take a more active
role in securing her financial future.

“I think if I was on somebody
else’s payroll, I don’t know if I would
be as diligent about having these
conversations,” she says. “I 100% feel it’s
all on me.” •

to large-size corporation typically
need to sign up at the beginning of the
year to have money taken out of each
paycheck. Changing the contribution
amount can take a few pay cycles,
making it harder to catch up at the end
of the year if you weren’t putting away
enough earlier.

But contributions to SEP-IRAs and
individual 401(k)s can be made in lump
sums at any time. For self-employed
workers who can see big swings in how
much they’re making each month, that
makes it easier to put a chunk of money
in when it’s a good month and hold off
when times are tight. And if they want,
they can wait until they’re doing their
taxes to add another chunk to reduce
their taxable income.

David Rae is a self-employed financial
planner in West Hollywood who works
with a lot of people in the entertainment
industry who don’t have regular jobs
or access to a traditional 401(k). He
set up a SEP-IRA shortly after starting
his business and recommends that his
clients do the same, to give themselves
the option to set aside money when they
have it.

“If you happen to have a good month,
you can write a big check,” he says.

The poTenTial markeT for self-
employed retirement plans is huge.
According to a report from the
Pew Research Center, 14.6 million
Americans were self-employed in 2014,
representing about 10% of the national

SHOULD YOU SET UP A SEP-IRA OR SOLO 401(K)?

Americans who work for themselves have two options for a retirement account:
a SEP-IRA or a solo 401(k). Here’s how to choose.

NOTE: Before deciding on either account, talk with a tax accountant or a financial planner about which would work best for you.

SEP-IRA:
The simpler option is a

SEP-IRA, which allows you
to put up to 25% of your

income away tax-free, up to
$54,000 this year. It has

no paperwork, but you may
not be able to set aside as

much money as you would in
a solo 401(k).

INDIVIDUAL 401(K):
If you want to save more

for retirement, consider a solo
401(k). You’ll need to open the

account by Dec. 31, but you
can put in up to $18,000, plus
25% of your income tax-free,

up to a total of $54,000. Once
you have more than $250,000

in the account, you’ll
 need to file a form
5500-EZ each year.
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Advisory services are provided by TD Ameritrade Investment Management, LLC, a registered investment advisor. All investments involve risk,
including risk of loss. TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. © 2017 TD Ameritrade.

Call (800)454-9272 or 
visit tdameritrade.com/portfolios to learn more.

Introducing managed portfolios from TD Ameritrade Investment Management.

TD Ameritrade offers a variety of portfolios that can help you meet new goals as your 
life changes. While there are plenty of things you can’t plan for, staying invested won’t 
be one of them. 

Start a conversation with a Financial Consultant about investing today.

A new way to plan for tomorrow, today.



Escape from
oppression
Elum Bahar, a Rohingya
Muslim who saw her
entire family killed by
Myanmar soldiers, stands
in Bangladesh’s makeshift
Kutupalong camp on Jan. 18.
Some 65,000 Rohingya have
fled Myanmar’s Rakhine state
after a military crackdown
described by human rights
groups as ethnic cleansing.

Photograph by Allison Joyce—
Getty Images

▶ For more of our best photography,
visit lightbox.time.com
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More companies are trying to change the way workers use technology, like smartphones, in an effort to prevent burnout

EvEry fEw yEars, thErE’s a hot
new management strategy that
promises to make employees happier,
healthier and more productive. To that
end, we’ve seen the rise of positions
like “chief happiness officer” as
well as workplace dogs and on-site
meditation. But while employers may
have improved the office itself, they
have not solved the stress of leaving
it: the crushing tide of emails and
IMs, which—thanks to the rise of
smartphones—can yank us back to
work, anytime, anywhere.

Now, in an effort to prevent burn-
out, a growing number of employers
have started to suggest, or even
mandate, ways in which employees
should unplug their connected devices.
The automaker Daimler, for example,
made headlines for offering its staff

software that auto-deletes employee
email while they’re on vacation.
Volkswagen, in collaboration with its
union, set its servers to stop mobile
email service for some workers from
30 minutes after quitting time until
30 minutes before starting time. And
in January, the French government
decreed that people at companies with
more than 50 staffers can no longer be
expected to answer email during their
off hours—a policy dubbed “the right
to disconnect.”

These measures may sound
dramatic and possibly impractical, but
there is data to suggest they are needed.
A recent study from Colorado State
University found that just thinking
about having to answer email at home
(a.k.a. “anticipatory stress”) renders
employees “emotionally exhausted,”

‘THE MODERN FRAT BOY WAS BORN.’ —PAGE 21

TECHNOLOGY

There is no
right way to
unplug from
work
By Susanna Schrobsdorff

PHOTOGR APH BY CHRIS JORDA N
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VERBATIM
‘A big part of
feminism is

making room
for other

women to
make choices

you don’t
necessarily
agree with.’

LENA DUNHAM,
star and creator of

Girls, on the value of
inclusivity

The View

which can hurt morale. Other research suggests that
limiting the number of times a day that we check
email or work-chat services—from, say, 10 or 20 to
three or four—cannot only reduce stress levels but
also increase overall productivity.

But in order for any of these solutions to succeed,
workers have to be willing to regulate their own
habits. And that is especially tough in a country
like the U.S., where being superbusy, or at least
appearing to be superbusy, is a point of pride. (In
2015, U.S. workers took just 16 days off, down
from 20 days in the late 1990s, according to data
from leisure-research company Project: Time Off.)
Even if more U.S. employers were to implement
the kinds of limits that Daimler and Volkswagen
do—let alone announce a nationwide policy, like
the French government—experts are skeptical that
they’d work. “If the social norm is to be on all the
time, you don’t want to be the odd one out,” says
Angela Leaney, a New Jersey–based marketing
consultant, adding that some bosses will think less
of employees for not answering email after work
hours, even if they say they won’t.

Moreover, dictating when and how employees
should use their connected devices will inevitably
handicap many workers. Parents have come to
count on being able to pick their kids up in the
afternoon or put them to bed, because they’re able
to catch up online later at night. And there are
plenty of people who do their best work at 3 a.m. In
fact, a majority of working adults recently surveyed
by the American Psychological Association say that
being able to check work email at home makes it
easier to get more done; many also said it improved
their relationships with colleagues. Perhaps that’s
why so many efforts to impose blanket rules—
like Intel’s Quiet Time, a 2008 experiment in
which a group of employees cut off their means of
communication for one morning a week—haven’t
gotten much traction.

For now, it seems, the best way for employers
to foster a fulfilled, productive workforce is to be
flexible, both inside and outside the office. One
example: Vynamic, a health care consulting startup
in Philadelphia, which has a policy discouraging,
but not banning, email use from 10 p.m. until
6 a.m. on weekdays and all weekend. And although
Andy Monfried, the CEO and founder of Lotame,
a New York–based data-management company,
says those kinds of time limits wouldn’t work for
his business—it’s too global—he does give his
employees flexibility on when and where they can
work. He’s also vigilant about burnout. “I vowed
that I would not create a company where people had
the Sunday-night blues—the kind where you go to
bed sick to your stomach,” he says. “I tell people that
if that’s happening repeatedly, it’s a sign of work-life
imbalance and they should come talk to me.” •

CHARTOON

Associative memory function

Video games may haVe risen To
popularity as (relatively) mindless
distractions that often feature violent
and/or sexist imagery. But in the future,
they may well make the world a better
place—or at least that’s the argument
of Asi Burak, a video-game creator, and
Laura Parker, a journalist, in their new
book, Power Play.
In lieu of focusing
on, say, Grand
Theft Auto, the
authors highlight
a range of “games
for change”—like
Re-Mission, which
enables young
cancer patients
to bust virtual
cancer cells with
microscopic robots in an effort to help
them during treatment. Or the iCivics
platform, a game from former Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor that
lets players make the same decisions
as lawmakers, judges and Presidents.
Or virtual reality, which could be an
invaluable way to impart empathy. After
all, they conclude, if there’s one thing
video games excel at offering, it’s “the
opportunity to see life from another
point of view.”—sarah begley

BOOK IN BRIEF

How video games
can save the world

JOHN ATK INSON, WRONG HANDS



▶ For more on these stories, visit time.com/ideas

Thanks To everyThing from pop
culture to college propaganda, when students
arrive on campuses today they expect—with
varying levels of inclination and trepidation—
to have a really good time, filled with sex,
booze and partying.

But this wasn’t always the case. During the
colonial era, most students were relatively
humble middle-class men studying to be min-
isters like their professors, and most colleges
were, as one historian described it, a “veritable
straitjacket of petty rules.” Essentially every
detail of their lives was controlled, and there
were substantial penalties for deviance.

So what changed? First came the arrival of
the wealthy sons of elite families, who were
less interested in learning and more inter-
ested in ratifying their families’ hoarding of

wealth and power through a diploma. Predict-
ably, they had a lower tolerance for submis-
sion. Then, in the 1800s, came the fraternities,
which prided themselves on elitism and incu-
bated a lifestyle revolving around recklessness
and irresponsibility. By 1930, women made up
about 40% of the national collegiate popula-
tion. And so that lifestyle evolved again, with
an emphasis on competition for sexual favors.

The modern frat boy was born. And rather
quickly, his way of doing college became the
way of doing college—a full four decades
before Animal House.

Adapted from American Hookup by Lisa
Wade. Copyright © 2017 by Lisa Wade. With
permission of the publisher, W. W. Norton &
Co., Inc. All rights reserved.

VIEWPOINT

The birth of college party culture
By Lisa Wade

BIG IDEA

A ceiling that wirelessly charges devices
Imagine a room in which everything charges automatically. That’s the idea behind the Cota
Tile, a ceiling fixture that can send power over radio waves to devices like phones, laptops and
smoke detectors, so long as they’re outfitted with special receiver chips. (Think Bluetooth or wi-fi
connectivity, but more advanced.) Bellevue, Wash.-based tech startup Ossia, which developed
the Cota, said it’s working on licensing the technology before the Tile hits the market—though it
will likely be many years before this kind of wireless power is commonplace. —Julia Zorthian

THIS
JUST IN

DATA

A roundup of new and
noteworthy insights

from the week’s most
talked-about studies:

1

TURMERIC’S HEALTH
BENEFITS MAY BE

OVERBLOWN
A new review in the
Journal of Medicinal
Chemistry found that
the main chemical in
turmeric—the golden
spice championed as
an anti-inflammatory
superfood—may have

few, if any, of those
health benefits, though

more research is
needed.

2

MORE KIDS ARE
EATING FAKE SUGAR

A study published
in the Journal of
the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics
found that the

number of children
who eat or drink

artificial sweeteners
(e.g., aspartame or
sucralose) nearly

tripled between 1999
and 2012, rising from
less than 9% to about

25% of kids.

3

THE APPENDIX MAY
HAVE A PURPOSE

Research on
533 mammal species
in the journal Comptes
Rendus Palevol found

that appendixes,
viewed as generally

useless, may protect
beneficial bacteria

living in the gut. —J.Z.
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The View Health

PREDICT
WHEN YOU’LL

GET SICK

HOW TO

The weather may, in
fact, be a harbinger of

health trouble.
The age-old claim that

drastic changes in
temperature can spur
sickness seems to

be based, at least in
part, on science. In a
recent study, Swedish
researchers analyzed

more than 20,000
nasal swabs from
people who’d gone
to the doctor feeling

under the weather and
found that, indeed,
flu outbreaks first

appear about a week
after winter’s first cold
spell. Why? Airborne
particles containing
flu virus can spread

more easily in cold and
dry weather, the study

authors wrote.

Wearables can detect
changes that signal an

oncoming cold.
Stanford University
School of Medicine

researchers gave 60
people health trackers
(like the iHealth Pulse
below) and analyzed
2 billion pieces of

data they captured,
including heart rate,
sleep, fitness and

blood-oxygen levels.
They noticed that sub-
jects’ vitals changed

shortly before they got
sick, suggesting that

wearables may one day
be able to signal such

drop in your health
status—before your
symptoms get bad.

LONGEVITY

Coffee: the latest
antidote to aging?
By Alice Park

You can sTop guilTing Yourself ouT
of that second cup of coffee every morn-
ing. There’s growing evidence that a daily
jolt of java may be a healthy habit, thanks
to its ability to keep heart vessels clear and
lower the risk of Type 2 diabetes, as well as
its cancer-fighting antioxidants. Now there’s
even better news: coffee appears to help
combat aging.

A new study that focused on the cells of
coffee drinkers and non–coffee drinkers
found that older people who consumed
more caffeine tended to have lower levels of
inflammation—the culprit behind a number
of chronic diseases associated with aging,
including certain cancers, joint disorders
and even Alzheimer’s. In the study, people
who drank the equivalent of five or more
cups of coffee a day showed very low levels
of inflammatory factors in their blood. When
the scientists studied their gene activity, they
also found that genes linked to inflammation
were less active than the same genes in
people who didn’t drink as much.

Caffeine, the scientists suspect, turns
off the pathway to inflammation almost
altogether. That’s especially beneficial when
it comes to combatting cellular aging, be-
cause inflammation isn’t regulated as well
as it is in a younger body. “Clearly, in aging,
something is breaking down, and we become
less effective at managing this inflammation,”

says Mark Davis, director of the Institute for
Immunity, Transplantation and Infection at
Stanford University and one of the study’s
primary authors. Caffeine, then, seems to
undo some of the disruption caused by aging.

The key, the researchers say, will be to
figure out when the inflammatory response
starts to spiral out of control—if they can
figure that out, they may be able to get ahead
of it sans coffee. The scientists are currently
conducting another study that may help; they
are hoping to analyze the immune systems of
1,000 people. That information will create
a reference range of inflammation at various
life stages that could tell people if their levels
are normal—or if they are at higher risk of
developing chronic conditions. If they are,
they might consider adding (or keeping up
with) their coffee habit.

And in the meantime, for most of us any-
way, a second cup certainly can’t hurt. □

WOMEN’S HEALTH

Abortion is at an all-time low
The number of abortions performed in the U.S. has dropped to the
lowest levels since 1973. Experts attribute it primarily to better birth
control. They also cite more restricted access.

LONG-LASTING
BIRTH CONTROL

The number of
women using

highly effective and
long-acting forms

of birth control, like
intrauterine devices
(IUDs), has risen,

reducing unplanned
pregnancies.

LESS ACCESS
A recent study of
Texas abortion

restrictions found
that distance
matters. The

counties where the
closest facility was
at least 100 miles

away saw a 50% drop
in abortions.

INCREASED
DEMAND

As more facilities
closed in Texas,
counties with an

abortion-providing
clinic saw a 16%

drop in procedures,
possibly because
of an inability to
meet demand.
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GOLD EAGLE
ATCOST PUBLIC RELEASE

Special Arrangements 
Can Be Made for Gold

Orders Over $50,000

Offi  cial United States 
Government-Issued
Gold Eagle Coins

The U.S. Money Reserve Main 
Vault Facility announces our 

latest release of U.S. government-
issued gold coins previously held 
in the West Point Depository/
U.S. Mint. U.S. citizens can 
buy government-issued $5 gold 
coins at the incredible at-cost 
price of only $124.00 each—an 
amazing price because these U.S. 
government-issued gold coins are 
completely free of dealer markup. 
That’s correct—our cost. Take 
advantage of gold’s low price, 
which is currently around $1,197 
per ounce. Please be advised: 
These U.S. government gold 
coins, currently held in our 
inventory, will be priced at 
$124.00 each while supplies last 
or for up to 30 days. Call now 
to avoid disappointment! Orders 
that are not immediately received 
or reserved with the order center 
could be subject to cancellation and 
your checks returned uncashed. 

We hope that everyone will have 
a chance to purchase this special 
U.S. government-issued gold at 
this price before gold could make 
its predicted move to higher price 
levels. Order immediately before 
our allotted inventory sells out 
completely! Call toll-free 1-855-
425-3297 today. If you would have 
taken $150,000 of your money 
and bought gold in 2001, then that 
initial purchase would have been 
worth over $1 million exactly 10 
years later in 2011!† This means 

that specific 10-year period saw 
an incredible increase of 600% 
in the price of gold. Even gold’s 
recent 10-year performance 
has surpassed major stock 
indexes. When you convert 
money to gold, you have transferred 
it from a paper currency into a 
precious metal that can rise in both 
market and numismatic value. This 
is how the genius of owning gold 
may protect your money in today’s 
volatile market.
 
With predictions of the gold market 
rising past its record high price and 
the potential threat of another eco-
nomic meltdown, now is the time 
for you and your family to transfer 
your hard-earned money into physi-
cal gold. In our opinion, individuals 
are currently moving up to 30% 
of their assets into gold. Join the 
many Americans who have already 
converted their dollars to gold and 
call U.S. Money Reserve today!

AMERICANS OWN GOLD FOR ONLY $124!

 BEGINNING TODAY, TELEPHONE ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED ON A FIRST-COME, 
FIRST-SERVED BASIS ACCORDING TO THE TIME AND DATE OF THE ORDER! Or while supplies last

Off er valid for 
up to 30 days

VAULT CODE:
TIM16

APPROVED: PUBLIC LAW 99185

*

Paid Advertisement

CALL NOW: 18554253297

†Based on the change in gold’s price from September 6, 2001 ($272/oz.) to September 6, 2011 ($1,923.70/oz.) *Special offer is strictly limited to only one 
lifetime purchase of 10 at-cost coins (regardless of price paid) per household, plus shipping and insurance ($15-$35).  Prices may be more or less based on 
current market conditions. The markets for coins are unregulated. Prices can rise or fall and carry some risks. The company is not affi liated with the U.S. 
Government and the U.S. Mint. Past performance of the coin or the market cannot predict future performance. Price not valid for precious metals dealers. All 
calls recorded for quality assurance. Offer void where prohibited. Coin dates our choice. 1/10-ounce coins enlarged to show detail. © 2017 U.S. Money Reserve.
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TRUMP’S
AMERICAN
VISION
The new President reverses course
on a century of U.S. leadership
By David Von Drehle

I N A U G U R A T I O N   2 0 1 7
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Soon-to-be President
Donald Trump waits

inside the Capitol
moments before the

Inaugural ceremony
on Jan. 20



The inauguraTion of a new presi-
dent is always a balance between the na-
tional legacy and the promise of a fresh
start. It is common for the speaker to try
to set himself apart. Nevertheless, when
Donald John Trump stood for the first
time as the 45th President of the United
States in a light rain to deliver his address,
he went where no President had gone in
more than a century. Trump’s message
was not on the order of John F. Kennedy’s
torch passing or Ronald Reagan’s declara-
tion that government was the problem.
It was not even a 21st century version of
Andrew Jackson’s attack on corrupt and
incompetent Washington. In 16 mostly
harsh, mostly confrontational minutes,
Trump laid out a view of America’s des-
tiny and place in the world that would
alienate his predecessors dating back to
Theodore Roosevelt and beyond.

It may go down as one of the most
consequential—or one of the most
misleading—speeches in the history of
presidential Inaugurations. Newly sworn
into office, Trump announced a U-turn
in the foreign policy that has defined
America’s place in the world for more
than 70 years. And while he was at it, he
savaged the record and the motives of
a large number of the men and women
seated around him on the West Front of
the Capitol. For all his reputation as a
builder, he entered office as a wrecking
ball. His choice for Vice President, Mike
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A supporter stands on
the National Mall to hear
President Trump promise
new focus on the nation’s

“forgotten” citizens
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Pence, and his Cabinet appointments
have been sharply conservative, but Pres-
ident Trump’s first message to the world
was as radical as they come, and as popu-
list as a pitchfork. If he truly means what
he said (always a pertinent question for
a fellow who once said he enjoys being
compared to P.T. Barnum), Washington
is about to become even more rancorous.
And the world is in for some very big—
and entirely unpredictable—changes.

American power, Trump suggested,
is a mirage. What happens abroad is a
distraction from what matters at home.
And the U.S. should look with suspicion,
not pride, on the success of its allies and
trading partners. In a zero-sum world, we
either win or lose.

“For many decades, we’ve enriched
foreign industry at the expense of Amer-
ican industry. Subsidized the armies of
other countries while allowing for the
very sad depletion of our military,” he said
as the rain began to fall. “We’ve defended
other nations’ borders while refusing to
defend our own, and spent trillions and
trillions of dollars overseas while Amer-
ica’s infrastructure has fallen into dis-
repair and decay.”

“We’ve made other countries rich
while the wealth, strength and confi-
dence of our country has dissipated over
the horizon,” Trump summed up. “From
this day forward, a new vision will govern
our land. From this day forward, it’s going
to be only America first.”

Diverting from his prepared speech,
he repeated the phrase: America first.

Those words had been discredited
by generations of American leaders over

about the former Presidents and mem-
bers of Congress who had come to con-
secrate his new powers: “For too long,
a small group in our nation’s capital has
reaped the rewards of government while
the people have borne the cost. Wash-
ington flourished, but the people did not
share in its wealth. Politicians prospered,
but the jobs left and the factories closed.
The Establishment protected itself, but
not the citizens of our country.”

There were two competing tribes, us
and them. “Their victories have not been
your victories,” he said. “Their triumphs
have not been your triumphs. And while
they celebrated in our nation’s capital,
there was little to celebrate for struggling
families all across our land.”

This was sweet music to Trump’s fans.
“He’s here to support us and help us be
better,” said Diane Love as she stood in
the crowd savoring the moment. “I feel
like I can’t even breathe. I’m so happy.”

But then, a short time later, Trump
stepped out of the rain to celebrate with
those same ravagers at a gala lunch in
Statuary Hall. In response to a toast,
Trump purred the language of perma-
nent Washington: “Whether you are a
Republican or Democrat, doesn’t make
any difference, we’re going to get along.”

A president cAn be lawfully created in
the most humble, private circumstances.
On a summer night in 1923, Vice Presi-
dent Calvin Coolidge was awakened by
his father at his family’s rustic Vermont
farmhouse. A telegram had just arrived:
President Warren Harding was dead.
The elder Coolidge, a notary public,

their linkage to the movement that cam-
paigned, in 1940 and 1941, to cut off U.S.
aid to Britain in its desperate struggle
against Adolf Hitler. Republicans and
Democrats alike shared the conviction
that “America first” was a slogan that
preceded disaster, and ceded the world
stage to tyrants. After World War II, the
U.S. fully embraced the role of democra-
cy’s guardian, safeguarding its allies and
spreading prosperity. It became common
to speak of the President not just as a na-
tional executive but also as the “leader of
the free world.”

Now here was Trump, amid the mar-
ble and flags and grandeur of American
power, giving no sign that he wanted that
title. Instead, the old phrase was made
new again—not by a protesting fringe this
time but by the man in charge, a man who
sees America as a crippled victim.

Maybe it was all a bargaining chip.
Maybe after he renegotiates a few trade
deals and duns NATO members to pay
their fair share, Trump will pronounce the
U.S.-led world order fully fixed and better
than ever. As always, it was disorienting
to attempt to gauge his sincerity. In the
same speech, after all, he had this to say

PRESIDENT TRUMP’S
FIRST MESSAGE TO THE
WORLD WAS AS RADICAL
AS THEY COME, AND AS
POPULIST AS A PITCHFORK

Jimmy and
Rosalynn Carter
arrive at the
58th presidential
Inauguration
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administered the oath of office to his son
in the predawn darkness with just a hand
ful of witnesses. “The oath was taken in
what we always called the sitting room, by
the light of the kerosene lamp,” Coolidge
recalled in his memoirs.

Everything else is symbolism. A little
grain of legal business—passing authority
from one person to another—is wrapped
and tessellated in pomp as huge as the
Capitol dome and as small as the morn
ing’s White House breakfast. The ritual
aims at a purpose, and the purpose is to
heal a nation that has laid its divisions
on the table. An Inauguration reminds
us that our elections are not wars, they
are intrasquad scrimmages. There may be
some eye gouging involved, but after the
whistle blows, we all retire to the same
locker room and brace ourselves, to
gether, to meet the world.

This is why President Obama wel
comed Trump and his wife Melania
for coffee before they rode together
to the Capitol. It’s why three former
Presidents—representing both political
parties—traveled to Washington to sit
respectfully in the rain. Jimmy Carter,
at 92, returned to the Capitol where he
took the oath 40 years earlier. He has
been a former President longer than
anyone in American history, and he
looked as if he might go on indefinitely.
George W. Bush was relaxed and infor
mal. His ailing father remained in Hous
ton, having written Trump that a trip
might put him “six feet under.” (As a
hero of World War II, a veteran diplomat
and the architect of the post–Cold War
global design, the elder Bush certainly

Trump’s approval rating was the lowest
for an incoming President in at least four
decades. He appeared to have lost ground
with the public since Election Day. (You
can guess the rest: Trump tweeted that
the polls were rigged.)

Only near the end of his speech did
he make a gesture toward unity. “When
you open your heart to patriotism,
there is no room for prejudice,” Trump
declared. “The Bible tells us, ‘How good
and pleasant it is when God’s people live
together in unity.’ We must speak our
minds openly, debate our disagreements
honestly, but always pursue solidarity.”
Never mind the predations of the ruling
class he had just described. “When
America is united, America is totally
unstoppable.”

But it was only a gesture. Trump’s
rallying cry was resentment: resentment
of foreign governments and industries,
resentment of elected leaders and face
less elites, resentment of the empty
factories and haunted cities that define
the American landscape as rendered by its
new leader. “This American carnage” is
how he tallied it, in a phrase as dark as any
spoken by an American President. Even
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who gave voice to
the “illhoused, illclad, illnourished” of
the land, painted only “onethird of the
nation” in those terms. To hear Trump,
the entire country is a wreck. Many
among us were the wreckers.

Security waS tight—some 28,000
lawenforcement officers prepared
for every possible threat, from riot
ing protesters to a terrorist attack. And

might have fallen faint had he witnessed
Trump’s speech in person.)

More subdued was Bill Clinton, who
sat pensively beside his stoic wife. Hill
ary Clinton amassed nearly 66 million
votes in the election—nearly 3 million
more than Trump—the largest total ever
for a losing candidate. Eight years ago,
she sat on this spot to watch the man
who had narrowly beaten her for the
Democratic nomination take the oath.
Now she was nodding and forcing an
occasional smile through an even more
excruciating ordeal.

Trump’s narrow victory over Clinton
was a particularly bruising clash—so the
incoming Chief Executive had plenty of
wounds to heal. But through the frantic
weeks of his transition, Trump continued
to practice the usagainstthem politics
that won him the job. His petulant Twit
ter feed chirped with denunciations of
U.S. intelligence agencies, various media
outlets, actor Meryl Streep and civil rights
icon Representative John Lewis. His op
ponents reciprocated, maligning Trump’s
motives and disputing his legitimacy.
Polls taken in the days before the event
suggested that the tone had taken a toll:

IF HETRULY MEANS
WHAT HE SAID,
WASHINGTON IS ABOUT
TO BECOME EVEN
MORE RANCOROUS

Hillary and Bill
Clinton navigate

the Capitol before
the ceremony

Laura and
George W. Bush

greet guests before
Trump’s speech



Trump arrives to
be sworn in as the
45th President of the
United States
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the crowd was huge by historical stan-
dards. Event organizers expected about
800,000 witnesses—much larger than
the number that turned out to watch
Reagan take the oath in 1981. But com-
pared with the recent Inauguration of
Obama, the turnout was modest. It was
no more than half the audience that
swarmed the National Mall in 2009.

Indeed, much of the buzz leading
up to the day had to do with the people
who would not be attending. More than
60 congressional Democrats announced
they would boycott the swearing-in cer-
emony. The Hollywood A-list gave it a
pass. Professors on campuses across the
country organized counter-Inauguration
“teach-ins” to inoculate students against
Trumpism. There was even pressure on a
group of Girl Scouts to withdraw from the
slimmed-down Inaugural parade.

Trump himself had to be talked into
honoring the entire ritual. He was not
convinced at first that all the ceremony
was necessary. “Do we have to have a pa-
rade?” he asked during an early planning
session. How about two or three balls, in-
stead of 14? One thing is certain about
Trump: he’s not much for tradition. At a
pre-Inaugural musicale on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial, he speculated that it
might be the first time anyone had staged
a concert at that venue, seemingly un-
aware that several recent Presidents had
done the same.

He was eager to get inside the Oval Of-
fice, behind the desk and down to work.
The sooner America saw the business-
man President barking orders and send-
ing heads rolling, the better. Only in the
past few weeks had he come around to
the importance of Inauguration Day, the
historical gravity, the message it sends.

From the moment a President-elect ar-
rives at the White House door and is wel-
comed inside for an awkward breakfast,
until the moment when that same person,
duly sworn, steps down from the parade
grandstand to walk through the same
door into a place now called home, the
entire Inauguration Day is a ritual. It hon-
ors and strengthens the conviction that
what we share is bigger than what divides
us, and what we decide, in our elections,
matters more than any person or party.

“George Washington knew that the
Inauguration of the second President
was more important than the Inaugura-

I N A U G U R A T I O N   2 0 1 7

He could imagine himself this way be-
cause he was something new. He was fa-
mous in a way that politicians are not,
tabloid famous, reality-TV famous. It is
Trump’s conviction, now vindicated by
the Electoral College, that fame, prop-
erly managed and wielded, equals power.

It’s no easy thing to reconcile that
conviction with the idea that power, in
America, is bigger than any individual.

tion of the first,” the Inauguration chair-
man, Senator Roy Blunt of Missouri,
observed in a preview of his own cere-
monial remarks, describing the moment
when America’s founders delivered on
the promise of a government larger than
its leader. “And historians say that the
third Inauguration was even more im-
portant,” Blunt continued—for that
was the first passage of power from one
party to its rival.

It was then that Thomas Jefferson de-
livered the first healing Inaugural Ad-
dress. “We are all Republicans. We are
all Federalists,” he said. The American
experiment, it seemed, could survive the
sort of factionalism that meant murder
and war in other places and other times.

“We’ve been doing this longer than
anyone in the world,” Blunt mused, and
the durability of this civic respiration—
inhaling the hot breath of factional poli-
tics, exhaling common purpose, however
temporary—moved Reagan, in his 1981
Inaugural Address, to call the ceremony
both “commonplace” and “nothing less
than a miracle.”

Even when Trump came to see the
need for this American sacrament, he
wanted to keep it short. The picture he
sought to plant in the national mind was
Trump-in-command. As he spoke, gov-
ernment painters were already at work
remaking his West Wing. He sought to
complete his own parade up Pennsylvania
Avenue briskly and in daylight, letting
pass the protesters who lined the route
with his supporters. Which would be pos-
sible only if he poked his fork into the cus-
tomary lunch with Congress shortly after
the swearing in. Which could happen only
if his speech was crisp and tight. It was all
something to be managed and put in the
rearview mirror.

This was his thought process. His
role, the one he cared about most, was
destroyer, not steward, of the status quo.

TRUMP’S ROLE,THE ONE
HE CAREDABOUT MOST,
WAS DESTROYER—NOT
STEWARD—OF THE
STATUS QUO
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Former President
Barack Obama

boards a helicopter
on the Capitol

grounds on Jan. 20
after formally

passing the
mantle to Trump

But Trump merged his own ego with
the idea of an empowered populace.
“The forgotten men and women of our
country,” he promised, “will be forgot
ten no longer.”

This message, and the nationalist jingo
that Trump has married to it, has been
a long time coming. It was spawned by
the culture wars, stoked by the Great Re
cession and spread by the winds of tech

nological disruption. We the People have
often been leery of political establish
ments, but rarely have the insiders looked
so feckless in the face of global pressures,
and never has it been so easy to communi
cate their perceived failures. Trump was
right when he said the message is bigger
than the messenger—another statement
he might not believe, deep down.

But he is not an outsider any longer.

He is the President. His words will have
consequences. As another Inauguration
Day faded from Washington with the
light draining from the clouded West—
and Donald Trump’s hurryup day falling
further and further behind schedule—the
world began preparing for their arrival.
—With reporting by Tessa Berenson
and Zeke J. Miller/WashingTon and
Josh sanBurn/neW York •
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Hicks, 28, has
become one of
Trump’s most
trusted aides.
Others rely on
her to deliver

bad news
to Trump

▽

in The final days before inauguraTion, donald Trump’s
top aides huddled in hushed meetings in New York City and a
cookie-cutter federal building near the White House to strug-
gle over a key unsettled question: Who exactly would have ac-
cess to the new President once he moves into the White House?

The businessman turned politician spent weeks after the
election playing host to a large and diverse set of visitors, from
1980s celebrities to Kanye West to corporate CEOs to politicians
of all stripes. At the same time, he has maintained an open-door

policy for top aides, resisting efforts by
staff and even his wife to curtail phone
calls at all hours.

More often than not, this time with
Trump is more than just social. Un-
like the man he replaces, Trump likes
to think out loud and in company,
and has been known for years to ask
just about everyone he encounters for
their advice, whether they be report-
ers seeking an interview or celebrities
looking for a photo op. (On one recent
call, he polled a Senator on the perfor-
mance of his new staff.) Whereas Presi-

dent Obama would retire to the White House residence to read
through stacks of briefing materials after his daughters went
to bed, Trump has given word that he would rather not have to
read any memo longer than a page if it can be helped.

Power in the white house is traditionally measured by title,
with senior aides and the chief of staff filtering access to the
President. But the Trump White House is likely to be a more
complex operation, given his habits. “What happens is Donald
Trump is the hub, everybody else is a spoke,” said one campaign
veteran who has been trying to work through the issue. The most
valuable staff in Trump’s orbit often get their clout through the
boss’ comfort with their presence.

Among this group, there has developed a sort of inner circle
to Trump’s inner circle, people whose jobs allow them to exist
outside the traditional political and policy chains of command.
What unifies them is their unfettered access, disdain for the
conventional way of doing things, and a fierce, almost filial,
devotion to the boss. Consider this a guide to the five opera-
tives who will always have the ear of President Trump. Hope
Hicks is a former fashion model and PR maven for Ivanka
Trump’s clothing and jewelry empire, who has for more
than 18 months been the gatekeeper for the President’s
day, especially with the press. The newly named assis-
tant to the President and director of strategic commu-
nications has been an omnipresent force behind the new

THE INNER CIRCLE OF
TRUMP’S INNER CIRCLE
By Zeke J. Miller

Commander in Chief’s message-first tran-
sition, assisting in the drafting of tweets
and statements that have sent markets
moving and world leaders aflutter. Among
the new hires, Hicks is particularly valued
for her fearlessness in delivering unpleas-
ant news to Trump when other aides are
wary of being the messenger—most nota-
bly the existence of the Access Hollywood
tape, which nearly upended his campaign.

Then there is Trump’s longtime body-
guard, Keith Schiller, who will be deputy
assistant to the President and director of
Oval Office operations. A former NYPD
detective who has worked for Trump
since 1999, rising to director of security,
he plans to continue the unusual role he
played during the campaign, providing se-
curity alongside the Secret Service chain
of command. Schiller’s team is likely to
staff public events and rallies held by
Trump, searching for potential protest-
ers and ejecting them. Schiller also objects
on Trump’s behalf to security restrictions
the team deems onerous. Dan Scavino is
a Trump Organization lifer who started
working for the new President as a teen-
age golf caddy, rising to assistant to the
President and director of social media. In
addition to conducting the #TrumpTrain
on Twitter and Facebook, Scavino took on
such routine tasks during the campaign as
being the chief Starburst pusher, stocking
the campaign plane with the taffy candy
before every trip. (Trump will now have
a military crew to handle such details on
Air Force One.)

John McEntee, a production assistant
at Fox News, is going into the White House
as Trump’s body man, charged with tend-
ing to his most routine needs during the
day. A former quarterback at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut who scored some early
fame by posting a YouTube video of trick
football throws in 2011, he got the job by
bombarding the campaign email list with
his résumé. He was first an unpaid volun-
teer before being hired as Trump’s trip
director. Finally there is George Gigicos,
one of the few in Trump’s club with pre-
vious White House experience, having
served as an advance man for President

George W. Bush. He signed on to the
Trump campaign when almost no one

else in the Establishment would and
became a central figure among the
“original five” aides who traveled the
country during the primaries with

WHEN TRUMP
IS BORED,
HE CALLS IN
HOPE, KEITH,
SCAVINO, JOHN
OR GEORGE
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Trump. In the White House, Gigicos will
be director of advance, the person respon-
sible for planning his trips and the optics
of the presidency.

All of them are expected to continue
to spend their workdays close to Trump.
“He doesn’t like being alone,” said one top
aide, explaining that Trump often passes
the time taking calls on his phone (which
he has now traded in for a secure device)
or watching cable news. “When he’s
bored, he calls in Hope, Keith, Scavino,
John or George to work on some new thing
or to point out some news story he likes.”

Scavino describes the new President’s
tight-knit crew as bonded by fire. “We’ve

been through it all together. We’re like
family,” he says, in reference to all the
dark days of the campaign when Trump
was beset by protests and negative stories.
“We all have our lanes and one common
goal, and that’s to look out for our boss
and see him succeed.”

So far, Trump has signaled to top aides
that he intends to keep an open-door pol-
icy for his senior team and inner circle.
And as move-in day approached, those
closest to him strategized on how to stay
close even in off-hours. The aides have all
prioritized their apartment search with
proximity to the White House in mind,
in one case a mere quarter-mile from the
West Wing.

Some around Trump fear that the
system will distract the new President
or make it easier for him to work around
the more deliberative process they are try-
ing to erect. But there is little to be done.
“Anybody who thinks that they are going
to limit access to Donald Trump will not
survive,” the campaign veteran said

This is a President who won the of-
fice by promising dramatic change and
used his unorthodox campaign style as a
central selling point. With his wife Me-
lania staying in New York City through
the school year with their 10-year-old son,
Trump will continue to buck convention.
But he will rarely be alone. “We have his
back,” says Scavino. •

The
people in
the room

Schiller,
Gigicos,
Scavino and
McEntee on
the White
House lawn

HOPE HICKS
Director of strategic

communications
(opposite page)

She single-handedly
ran the campaign’s
media operation

and is Trump’s chief
liaison to the press

KEITH SCHILLER
Director of Oval

Office operations
A former NYPD

detective, he’s been
working for Trump
since 1999 as a

bodyguard and aide

DAN SCAVINO
Director of

social media
The keeper of the
#TrumpTrain on

Twitter and Facebook,
he started working

for Trump as a
golf caddy

JOHN MCENTEE
Personal aide to the

President
A former Fox News

production assistant,
he is responsible for
making sure Trump
has what he needs

GEORGE GIGICOS
Director of advance

The only veteran
operative in the

group, he worked for
George W. Bush as
an advance man
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iT was a brief sTop, buT DonalD Trump woulDn’T have
missed it for the world. In late October, the Republican nom-
inee traveled to Washington for a ceremonial ribbon cutting
for his new Trump International Hotel at the Old Post Office
on Pennsylvania Avenue near the White House. “Under budget
and ahead of schedule. So important. We don’t hear those words
too often in government, but you will,” Trump said. “Today is a
metaphor for what we can accomplish for this country.” Report-
ers covering the event got the message: Trump was promising
to bring his much vaunted—mostly by himself—private-sector
experience to fixing the public sphere. Two weeks later, on the
night of his victory over Hillary Clinton, the President-elect of
the United States put the matter plainly. “I’ve spent my entire
life and business looking at the untapped potential in projects
and in people all over the world,” Trump said. “That is now what
I want to do for our country.”

Which raises a fundamental question: How can the lessons of
business—from real estate dealmaking to large-scale corporate
management—apply to the work of government? In an otherwise
scattershot, heavily tweeted transition—the President-elect’s
targets have ranged from Alec Baldwin to John Lewis and from
Arnold Schwarzenegger to the entire intelligence apparatus of
the United States—Trump has been consistent about bringing
a private-sector sensibility to Washington. His Cabinet is a bas-
ket of billionaire businesspeople (or near-billionaire business-
people), among them Rex Tillerson at State, Steve Mnuchin
at Treasury and Wilbur Ross at Commerce. We are about to
live through a case study testing a perennial American prop-
osition that all might be well if only the government could be
run like a company.

The noTion is hardly original to the new firm of Trump, Tiller-
son & Associates. In 2012 Mitt Romney quoted a small-business
owner who’d proposed amending the Constitution to require
Presidents to have spent “at least three years working in
business” before they would be qualified to take office.
(Irony alert: as Timothy Egan of the New York Times
noted at the time, the GOP nominee mentioned the
idea on the same day he had been in Las Vegas to at-
tend a fundraiser with . . . Donald Trump.) In the
Reagan years, there were fantasies about run-
ning Chrysler’s Lee Iacocca or Peter Ueber-
roth, the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics im-
presario, for President. The consummate
pre-Trump private-sector white knight, of
course, was Ross Perot in 1992, who per-
fectly encapsulated the probusiness ar-
gument in the presidential debates with
George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton. Re-

DO BUSINESS LEADERS
MAKE GOOD PRESIDENTS?
By Jon Meacham

plying to his opponents’ observation that
he lacked political experience, Perot said,
“Well, they’ve got a point. I don’t have any
experience in running up a $4 trillion
debt. I don’t have any experience in grid-
locked government where nobody takes
responsibility for anything and everybody
blames everybody else . . . But I do have a
lot of experience in getting things done.”

Do business leaders make good Presi-
dents? Given the most common paths to
the White House, history offers us few ex-
amples. Trump, after all, is the only Amer-
ican in 228 years not to have served in the
military or held political office before be-
coming President. Unless we count Wash-
ington, Jefferson, Madison and Jackson—
slave-owning planters—as businessmen,
our greatest Presidents have come from
the bar (Jefferson, Lincoln, FDR), served
as generals (Washington, Jackson, Eisen-
hower) or even failed in the private sector.
(Reagan went into politics after he lost his
gig as a TV host and corporate spokesman
for General Electric; Truman was a disas-
trous haberdasher in Kansas City, Mo.)

A list of the most significant U.S. Cab-
inet secretaries through history is CEO-
free, from Alexander Hamilton to George
Marshall to James A. Baker III to Robert
Gates. Trump’s aware of the distinction
between government and an ethos gov-
erned by the bottom line and brand man-
agement. “This was tough,” he said in his
election-night speech. “This political stuff

is nasty, and it’s tough.”
Business leaders often go

to Washington thinking a
focus on results will pro-
duce shareholder value for
taxpayers. And just as often

they leave disappointed or
dissatisfied. The problem, of

course, is that government is
not a business. The public sphere

is far less accountable to market
measures than it is to the amorphous

but real incentives and vicissitudes of
politics. A corporation’s main goal is the

maximization of profit. A government’s
main goal, in the words of John Locke, is
nothing less than “the good of mankind.”

ThaT’s noT To say, however, that ex-
perience running large, complicated
companies—ExxonMobil, anyone?—isn’t
valuable, even invaluable, preparation
for the large, complicated departments

Eisenhower
was the last
President to

display as overt
a fondness for

businessmen as
Trump

▽
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$24 MILLION
ELAINE CHAO
Transportation

The former Labor
Secretary is

married to Senate
majority leader

Mitch McConnell
and sits on four

corporate boards

as competent and effective. Still, they had
their awkward moments. In a largely sym-
pathetic portrait of the Eisenhower years
in his narrative history The Glory and the
Dream, William Manchester collected a
few of the businessmen’s clunkier politi-
cal mistakes. “I didn’t come down here
to run a grocery store,” Wilson said when
asked about high Pentagon appropria-
tions. Humphrey played into the liberal
caricature of unfeeling, unimaginative
businessmen when he offered an opin-
ion of Ernest Hemingway’s The Old Man
and the Sea: “Why should anyone be in-
terested in some old man who was a fail-
ure and never amounted to anything, any-
way?” CEOs accustomed to speaking their
minds usually learn that the political echo
chamber is a different, often more brutal
place than the narrower world of business.

A fAvorite President of Ronald Rea-
gan’s, Calvin Coolidge, is perhaps best re-
membered for his remark that “the chief
business of the American people is busi-

ness,” which liberals have long scorned
as presidential Babbittry while conser-
vatives have celebrated Coolidge’s small-
government common sense and fiscal dis-
cipline. In truth, Coolidge was making a
more complicated point, one that bears
consideration in our own time. As histo-
rians like the late Robert Sobel have con-
vincingly argued, in context Coolidge was
suggesting that the press would do well to
pay attention to commerce as well as poli-
tics, and his speech included this section:
Americans, the President said, “make no
concealment of the fact that we want
wealth, but there are many other things
we want much more. We want peace and
honor, and that charity which is so strong
an element of all civilization. The chief
ideal of the American people is idealism.
I cannot repeat too often that America is
a nation of idealists. That is the only mo-
tive to which they ever give any strong and
lasting reaction.” Our new President and
his team could do worse than to read those
words with care. •

of government. Dwight Eisenhower was
the last President to display as overt a
fondness for big businessmen as Trump.
Ike liked corporate types so much that
his first Cabinet, which took office in
1953, was referred to as “eight million-
aires and a plumber.” (The “plumber”
was Secretary of Labor Martin Durkin, a
union leader.) In a recent essay, professor
David Stebenne of the Ohio State Univer-
sity wrote that Eisenhower “felt govern-
ment would be well served by successful
men, who tend to be rich. If the leaders of
successful businesses were excluded from
consideration, [Eisenhower] wrote in his
diary, the result would be an inability ‘to
get anybody to take jobs in Washington
except business failures, political hacks
and New Deal lawyers.’”

A fair point, and Eisenhower’s wealthy
appointees (John Foster Dulles at State,
Charles Wilson at Defense, George Hum-
phrey at Treasury) essentially performed
well. Once dismissed as a lethargic Ad-
ministration, Ike’s has come to be viewed

Trump’s
gilded team
Donald Trump has
nominated the
richest Cabinet
and inner circle in
modern U.S. history.
The group has more
wealth than the
poorest one-third
of U.S. households
combined.
 —Abigail Abrams

NET WORTH:
$2.5 BILLION
WILBUR ROSS

Commerce
The “king of
bankruptcy”

made his fortune
acquiring and
restructuring

failing companies

$45 MILLION
ANDY PUZDER

Labor
The fast-food

magnate could
use his post
to push back

on policies like
minimum-wage

increases

$300 MILLION
STEVE MNUCHIN

Treasury
A former Goldman

Sachs partner,
he ran a bank

that foreclosed
on thousands of
people during the

recession

$1.25 BILLION
BETSY DEVOS

Education
After marrying
an heir to the

Amway fortune,
DeVos became
a conservative

education activist

$29 MILLION
BEN CARSON

Housing
and Urban

Development
The retired

neurosurgeon
has never held

elected office and
ran against Trump

last year

$325 MILLION
REX TILLERSON

State
As the CEO of
ExxonMobil,
he presided
over millions
in campaign

donations and
lobbying spending

$10 MILLION
TOM PRICE
Health and

Human Services
The Georgia

Congressman
invested in drug

companies before
co-sponsoring
legislation that
benefited them
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The fighT of DaviD Brock’s life enDeD on a Billion-
aire’s rooftop overlooking Manhattan’s Upper East Side. It was
election night around 9:30 p.m., and he was alone after hop-
ping across the city for return-watching parties with wealthy
donors, including investor George Soros. Standing high above
Sutton Place, Brock got a text from a reporter that confirmed his
creeping fears that Hillary Clinton would lose to Donald Trump.
“I had my little cry, and that was that,” Brock tells TIME, before
dipping into morbid humor. “It was good to be on that roof in
case you had to throw yourself off.”

Brock has spent all of his adult life fighting over the Clintons,
first as a conservative muckraker who discovered the sexual-
harassment claims of Paula Jones, sparking the fuse for Bill
Clinton’s impeachment, and then as the Clintons’ chief attack
dog, working with her campaign to target anyone who tried to
attack her. Now it was over. “What pisses me off right now is
that it looks like they won the Clinton wars,” he says.

Before election night, he had concocted a plan for what
he would do if Trump won. It involved moving overseas, as
so many liberals had promised, to start a new life, perhaps in
London working for the public relations firm of a friend. But
in the hours that followed the letdown, his plans began to
shift, first with a call from the longtime Clinton adviser James
Carville, then with a tearful 6 a.m. conversation with a donor,
and finally with a few hours of sleep.

By the time he woke up, he had the beginnings of an an-
swer, which he tapped out in a memo to his fundraising partner
Mary Pat Bonner. The basic idea was to double down and up-
date his organizations for the next fight, with new technology,
new targets and a singular focus to hobble the Trump Admin-
istration at every turn.

He was not the only one in the vast, well-heeled infrastruc-
ture that funds the Democratic Party and progressive move-
ment to be thinking ahead. But as is Brock’s habit, his ambi-
tions tended to be more sweeping. For years, he has employed
eight researchers whose only job was to dig up dirt and im-
pugn the motives of Charles and David Koch, the billionaire
industrialists who have endeavored to remake much of the
conservative movement. Now Brock decided, once again, that
he wanted to be more like those he had railed against. “Donald
Trump famously threw out the political rulebook,” he wrote,
in the prepared remarks for his donors. “If we are to succeed
in this period, we Democrats must suspend the normal rules
of politics as well.”

To make a sTaTemenT, he decided to time the kickoff of this
Koch-like project on the day Donald Trump was inaugurated on
the steps of the capitol. Brock called together about 120 wealthy
liberals at a posh hotel outside Miami for a counterevent—two

LIBERALS PLOT
REVENGE
By Michael Scherer
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days of closed-door meetings to plot
strategy and raise money. The barrier to
entry for donors was the ability to give
$100,000, and about 20% of the group
were new donors, Brock says.

The slate included a combination of
new and old faces to progressive activism:
Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel, Silicon
Valley titans Mark Pincus of Zynga and
Reid Hoffman of LinkedIn, along with
several candidates to lead the Demo-
cratic Party and employees of Brock-
controlled groups like Media Matters.
“This is to fund us, plus there are half a
dozen things that have to get done that
we are not doing,” Brock says.

Among Brock’s plans are new efforts
to shift his media-monitoring operation
to focus more on smaller news websites,
which often work by looser editorial
standards in an effort to win converts to
the conservative cause, and to pressure
Facebook and Google to further clamp
down on false news stories. He hopes to
pivot his social-news brand, Shareblue,
with a new editor who has long railed
against the Democratic establishment, to
become a competitor to the conservative
powerhouse Breitbart. He is also seeking
$8 million to $10 million more to build a
legal team. “What we are going to do is
use litigation as a way of tying Trump up
in knots every way we can,” Brock says.

Among those who have advised him
on the plan is Hillary Clinton, who sug-
gested to Brock in a phone call after the
election that he should sign up some top-
notch litigators who would do pro bono
work against Trump. “She spoke about
trying to construct a suit that would get
you discovery on potential or alleged con-
tacts between the Trump organization
and the Russian government,” Brock re-
members. Brock has since been in talks
with attorney Gloria Allred to help fund
the defamation suit she has filed against
Trump on behalf of a former contestant

from The Apprentice, who has said Trump
made unwanted sexual advances on her.

The failures of the past year hang
heavily over his new effort. During the
campaign, Brock publicly boasted of his
powers to stop Trump and expressed ab-
solute confidence in Clinton’s victory. His
lawyers engineered a complex arrange-
ment where he could work with the cam-
paign, raise money for the independent
super PAC supporting Clinton and still
have a hand in some of his outside groups
working on election-related matters. But
the efforts failed to protect Clinton’s repu-
tation or stop Trump’s rise.

If anything, the past year further ex-
posed the fault lines that have long existed
between Brock and others in the progres-
sive movement. The Russian hack of Clin-
ton campaign chief John Podesta’s email
revealed regular grumbling about Brock’s
actions. “I truly believe he’s an unhinged
soulless narcissist,” Neera Tanden, a long-
time Clinton adviser who runs the Center
for American Progress, wrote to Podesta
in one message. (Tanden apologized in
an email to Brock after the release, and
their groups continue to work together.)

During the campaign, there were deep
divisions between Brock and the Clinton
campaign over strategy, on issues like
how to treat members of the press and
the best way to assail the business record
of Trump. In early January 2016, Brock
threatened to demand that Clinton’s rival,
Senator Bernie Sanders, release his med-
ical records, bringing a quick public re-
buke from Podesta on Twitter. “The ef-
fect it had could not be understated,”
Brock says. “It discouraged any kind of
innovation and aggression.”

For the moment, Brock is no longer
bound by such constraints, though Clin-
ton is likely to remain a counselor to him.
He has other sources for motivation. Dur-
ing the campaign, he was targeted with
regular death threats, as was his ex-
boyfriend, who owns a D.C.-area pizza
restaurant that was slandered with fake
news stories in what came to be known
as Pizzagate. “These were far more spe-
cific and menacing and really horribly
homophobic,” Brock says of the threats.
The dark side of politics has become a lot
darker since Brock entered the game in
the 1990s. And that may help explain why
his fight goes on. •

HILLARY CLINTON
ADVISED HIM ON
CRAFTINGA NEW LAWSUIT
TO EXPOSE POSSIBLE
TRUMP TIES TO RUSSIA

Brock is taking
aim at Trump,
Breitbart and

fake news in his
latest crusade



NEW
FRIENDS,
COMMON
FOE
How the Women’s
March brought
progressives together
By Charlotte Alter

The idea sTarTed wiTh women on
Facebook. On the night of Donald
Trump’s surprise victory in November,
a grandmother in Hawaii named Teresa
Shook went online and called for women
to storm the capital on Inauguration
weekend.

“At the same time, 5,000 miles away,
I was doing the same thing,” explains
Bob Bland, a female manufacturing en-
trepreneur in New York City. “Within an
hour we’d found each other and merged
our events, and we were off to the races.”
By the next morning, thousands of peo-
ple from across the U.S. had signed up
to join the event that would become the
Women’s March on Washington.

Bland quickly realized that in order to
transform the march from an angry Face-
book group into a progressive coalition,
she’d need help. She enlisted veteran or-
ganizers Tamika Mallory, Carmen Perez
and Linda Sarsour as national co-chairs
with the aim of wrangling one of the
largest Inauguration demonstrations in
history—and making it one that brought
together activists of all stripes.

“In the past, progressive groups have
been working sort of in isolation,” says Mal-
lory, a New York City–based civil rights
and anti-gun-violence advocate. “Peo-
ple didn’t really have the time and band-
width to understand other folks’ issues.”

By the week before the Inauguration,
more than 600 marches nationwide and
around the world had been planned in
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The Women’s March
was organized by

Tamika Mallory, Bob
Bland, Carmen Perez

and Linda Sarsour
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solidarity. And while the Women’s March
drew support from likely allies such as
Planned Parenthood, NARAL Pro-Choice
America and the Global Fund for Women,
hundreds of other organizations have also
signed on as partners, like the Natural Re-
sources Defense Council, the NAACP, the
environmental advocacy group 350.org,
the health-care-worker union 1199SEIU
and the Council on American-Islamic Re-
lations, among others.

Leaders of these progressive groups
agree that in a Trump-run America, the
future of their movements will hinge on
the idea that these groups can and will
throw their weight behind causes that
may not be their own.

“People are expecting us to show up
at a march and talk about our bodies and
our reproductive rights,” says co-chair
Sarsour, executive director of the Arab
American Association of New York. In-
stead, she says, “we’re bringing together
all the progressive movements.”

The march is the first major effort by
the progressive movement to get back
on its feet after having lost control of
any branch of government. For many of
its leaders, the road to reclaiming Con-
gress and the White House will be filled
with demonstrations far beyond Inaugu-
ral weekend. Civic involvement, Barack
Obama argued in his final speech in of-
fice, is “what our democracy demands.”

But the barriers to success are high. A
grassroots upswell on the right energized
the Republican Party during the Obama
years, and eventually toppled some of the
party’s leaders. It’s yet to be seen if pro-
gressives will unite the same way.

At the same time, the leaders of the
march were quick to insist that it was not
conceived only as an anti-Trump protest,
even though flooding the capital with
protesters on the day after the Inaugura-
tion was sure to send that message. In-
stead, they say, it was meant to be a pub-
lic declaration of a new coalition, united
to protect the rights of women, minorities
and anybody else who feels they will be
made vulnerable by the policies and poli-
tics of a Trump presidency.

As the activist and pundit Van Jones
puts it, “Trump is the best organizer of
progressives that we’ve ever seen.”

Of cOurse, no one knows what this co-
alition looks like moving forward. These

groups have historically had vastly dif-
ferent agendas and used different tac-
tics, and they haven’t even always gotten
along. It remains to be seen if they’ll work
together after the historic march, and if
they do, what that would even look like.

Internal conflicts over race and class
may plague the new progressive move-
ment just as much as they’ve hobbled the
Democratic Party. “Those linked arms
are going to have some sharp elbows,”
Jones says.

Indeed, the test for the anti-Trump
movement will be whether these his-
torically distinct groups of progressives
will cooperate well—and continue to
cooperate over time. “Just because you
have a rushing river of energy and inter-
est doesn’t mean you can turn it into a
hydroelectric dam to build real power,”
says Jones.

For now at least, there’s a consensus
among progressives that any response
to Trump must present a unified front.
“Every single aspect of this is being
worked on with a much broader set of al-
lies than we’ve worked with in the past,”
says May Boeve, executive director of
350.org. “[Trump’s] politics are about
division, so our best tool to confront it
is unity.”

Some leaders say that’s needed now
more than ever—that the progressive
coalition that gathered behind Barack
Obama was more illusion than real co-
operation. “There was an assumption
that you had an extraordinary move-
ment when in fact you had an extraordi-
nary candidate,” says NAACP president
Cornell William Brooks. “We did not in-
augurate the progressive movement.”

The risks to unity are as numerous as
the crannies of federal politics. Trump or
Hill Republicans might offer one group
just enough on a favorite issue to win a
measure of judicious silence. Four years
is a long time to hang together.

Some solidarity also arrived from
outliers on the right. Evan McMullin,
the conservative third-party candidate
who challenged Trump, was ambivalent
about the march but was encouraged by
the idea that constitutional conservatives
could have more in common with liber-
als than ever before. “People on the right
and the left want to defend the Constitu-
tion,” he says.

John Elwood, an evangelical Chris-
tian who co-founded the Christian en-
vironmental group Climate Caretakers,
says he’s devoted to the “sanctity of life”
in its fullest interpretations but will
march alongside abortion-rights activ-
ists anyway to bring attention to other
issues—especially climate change.

“I’ll focus on the areas that I have in
common with the marginalized commu-
nity,” he says, “not on the distinctions that
would separate us.”

Some organizers also plan to co-opt
2010 Tea Party tactics to sway politics
on the state and local levels, staging
sit-ins and phone blitzes, and causing a
ruckus at as many public events as they
can. “This is one of the silver linings in a
very dark cloud,” says Ezra Levin, a for-
mer congressional aide and co-founder
of the Indivisible Guide, an instruction
manual on how to use Tea Party tactics
to disrupt a Republican-controlled Con-
gress. The manual has been viewed more
than 4 million times since the election.

“There is this huge amount of energy
that is out there to resist Trump,” says
Levin. “And it’s being led by these local
leaders.”

there’s nO guarantee—there never
is with activism—that the progressive
coalition will have a lasting effect on
Trump’s plans. But with Republicans
in control of the House and Senate,
some group leaders are hoping to make
an impact, even if they’re not expect-
ing a whole lot more just yet. But vet-
eran activists see hope in a progressive
movement that has more people and
energy than what they saw in the 1960s
or 1970s. “This is unprecedented in my
life,” says Gloria Steinem, a leader of the
original women’s-lib movement and one
of the march’s honorary co-chairs.

And so the masses will take to the
streets. Only they know how long
they’ll stay. •

THE TEST FOR THE ANTI-
TRUMP MOVEMENTWILL BE
WHETHER PROGRESSIVE
GROUPS CONTINUE TO
COOPERATE OVER TIME
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Activist icons
Gloria Steinem and

Harry Belafonte were
honorary co-chairs

of the march
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There are Those ouTside The u.s. who will have
welcomed Donald Trump’s arrival as the 45th Presi-
dent of the United States. Russia will cheer his skepti-
cism of NATO’s value and his suggestion of a thaw in
relations. The Philippines’ Rodrigo Duterte, Turkey’s
Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Syria’s Bashar Assad will ap-
plaud the President’s emphasis on common interests
rather than Western values. Others, however, will have
watched the Inauguration with dread. Below is a guide
to the nations that will be particularly on edge with
Trump in the White House.

The President has warned many times that Mexico
can expect a wall, a bill for the wall, a few million de-
portations and intense pressure on trade. He has little
good to say about trade with China either, but Mexico,
which sends roughly 80% of its exports to the U.S. and
draws around 60% of its imports from the U.S., is much
less able to withstand the pressure. Even if Trump does
less arm-twisting than expected, his threats and hostile
rhetoric will boost the candidacy of leftist Andrés Man-
uel López Obrador in next year’s presidential election.
It’s hard to know which of these men might do more
long-term damage to Mexico’s economy.

Japan has cause for unease as well. Yes, Trump and
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe have common interests.
Both want Japan to strengthen its military muscle
to accept greater responsibility for its own security.
Like Trump, Abe wants better relations with Vladimir
Putin’s Russia, a crucial source of energy for Japan.
Abe also still hopes he can strike a deal with Moscow
to regain control of islands lost to the Soviets after
World War II. But if Trump creates increasingly conten-
tious relations with China, Japan will find itself caught
between two of its biggest commercial partners. Add Ja-
pan’s often difficult relations with South Korea, and the
country could be in for bleak isolation.

In EuropE, the Baltic states will have watched Trump’s
Inauguration with a special kind of anxiety. Putin jus-
tified his right to intervene in Ukraine by claiming a
duty to protect ethnic Russians who live within its bor-
ders. Latvia and Estonia each have higher percentages
of Russians within their populations than Ukraine.
Of course, unlike Ukraine, the Baltics are NATO
members—but Trump’s bid to reset relations with the
Kremlin and his charge that NATO is “obsolete” send
signals that Latvia and Estonia cannot ignore. Estonia

has already accused Rus-
sia of cyberattacks. In a
move Trump might ap-
preciate, Latvia and Esto-
nia plan to wall up along
their respective borders
with Russia. Neighbor-
ing Lithuania will seal its
border with the Russian
province of Kaliningrad.
Barbed wire won’t stop an
invasion, but it will make
it harder for small groups
of Russian soldiers to
misbehave.

The arrival of Trump
heightens angst in Ger-
many as well. Chancellor
Angela Merkel marked
Trump’s election with a
qualified offer of coop-
eration based on common
values of “democracy,
freedom, as well as respect
for the rule of law and the
dignity of each and every
person, regardless of their
origin, skin color, creed,
gender, sexual orientation
or political views.” In other
words, we look forward to

working with you unless
you keep campaign prom-
ises to treat Mexicans and
Muslims with contempt.
In addition, it is Merkel
who has led European
condemnation of Putin’s
intervention in Ukraine
and the effort to impose
and extend sanctions on
Russia. Trump’s embrace
of Russia’s strongman will
undermine Merkel and
empower those in Europe
who warn that attempts
to punish Russia are
self-defeating.

In FrancE, the anxi-
ety hits closer to home.
Trump’s victory may

THE COUNTRIES THAT
FEAR TRUMP MOST
By Ian Bremmer

MANY OUTSIDE
THE U.S. WATCHED
THE INAUGURATION
WITH DREAD
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earthquakes over
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RUSSIA

SYRIA
TURKEYU.S.

FRIEND
OF TRUMP

FEARFUL
OF TRUMP

MEXICO
Trump has

said he’ll scrap
NAFTA, deport

millions from the
U.S. and build a
“beautiful wall”
along the border

FRANCE
Opponents fear
Trump will fuel

support for right-
wing presiden-
tial candidate
Marine Le Pen

GERMANY
Trump has criticized Chan-

cellor Angela Merkel, saying
her open-door policy on refu-

gees was “catastrophic”

THE BALTICS
Trump’s skepticism of

NATO and warmth toward
Russia worries Estonia,

Latvia and Lithuania
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I’ve recently been asked a lot about what a
Donald Trump presidency really means for the state of
women in our country. The prevailing view has been that
women took a hit when Trump won. It’s been character-
ized as “women feel despair,” “women think there’s no
hope anymore” and “women feel like they’ve gone back
in time.” Those sentiments are understandable, consider-

ing the Access Hollywood tape re-
vealed in October and something
that was much more personal for
me: his suggestion that women
facing sexual harassment in the
workplace should just “find an-
other career.”

But I tend to be an optimistic
person who tries to find the good
in almost everything. So let’s start
with what else Trump has said
about women. He’s said that he

loves women and that he’s one of the biggest supporters of
women out there. Ever since Election Day, I’ve been wait-
ing to see if he would live up to those comments. How many
women would he appoint to top-tier positions?

So, here we are. Trump is the President, and who has he
nominated for his top Cabinet positions?

(Drumroll, please . . .)
Mostly older white men.
Are these picks the only qualified candidates out there?

Couldn’t he have tried for a bit more balance? If Ivanka did
the choosing, would she have come up with the same roster?

Here’s the list, so far, for positions requiring Senate con-
firmation: Senator Dan Coats for Director of National Intel-
ligence, Robert Lighthizer for U.S. Trade Representative,
Rex Tillerson for Secretary of State, Governor Rick Perry
for Secretary of Energy, Andrew Puzder for Secretary of
Labor, General James Mattis for Secretary of Defense, Sen-
ator Jeff Sessions for Attorney General . . . You get the point.

Of the 20 Cabinet-level appointees Trump has named
that require Senate confirmation, just four are women:
Elaine Chao for Secretary of Transportation, Betsy DeVos
for Secretary of Education, Governor Nikki Haley for
U.N. ambassador and Linda McMahon for head of the
Small Business Administration. (For the top jobs that
don’t require Senate confirmation, Trump has so far
named seven men and one woman: Kellyanne Conway as
counselor.)

Feeling uncharacteristically dejected, I thought it
might be interesting to compare Trump’s female picks
with President Barack Obama’s picks when he first
came into office in 2009. And boy, was I surprised. Yes,
Obama’s most savvy political pick was Hillary Clinton as

embolden voters to
choose the far-right Na-
tional Front in elections
this spring. The party’s
leader, Marine Le Pen,
has promised that, if
elected, she will launch
a bid to lead France out
of the E.U. Though her
success depends more
on developments inside
the country’s borders,
Le Pen’s opponents fear
that Trump will publicly
back her candidacy, pro-
viding crucial momen-
tum. They’re also worried
that Trump would turn a
blind eye if Russia works
to boost her candidacy via
cybermischief.

It has been many
years since the arrival of
a new U.S. President has
aroused such strong feel-
ings both at home and
abroad. The key question
now is: Will Trump keep
the promises that have
struck fear into leaders
around the world?  •

ALLTHE PRESIDENTS’ MEN
By Gretchen Carlson

his Secretary of State—
a woman and a sometime
adversary. But for Trea-
sury, Defense, Interior,
Agriculture, Commerce,
Education, Housing and
Urban Development,
Transportation, Energy,
Veterans Affairs, chief of
staff, Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, U.S.
Trade Representative and
Attorney General, Obama
picked men.

So I went back just a lit-
tle bit further to the begin-
ning of the 21st century,
when there was much talk
about progressive change
in so many ways, to the
year George W. Bush won
the hanging-chad elec-
tion over Al Gore. Bush
assembled a Cabinet
many hailed for its diver-
sity. Still, like Trump and
Obama, he included only a
handful of women.

So aS optimiStic as I’d
love to be, it seems this
kind of women problem
isn’t just a Republican
or a Democratic thing.
Women not being
selected for more than
a few high-level posts
should be a bipartisan
concern. Which means,
whether you’ll be glad or
sad on Inauguration Day
when our next President
is sworn into office, I
suggest you look at it
this way: we still have
a problem and there is
much work to be done, no
matter who’s sitting in the
Oval Office.

I, for one, plan to roll
up my sleeves.

Carlson, a former
anchor for Fox News, is
an advocate for female
empowerment and a
columnist for TIME’s
Motto

WOMEN HAVE
A PROBLEM,
NO MATTER
WHO IS INTHE
OVAL OFFICE

THE
PHILIPPINES

JAPAN
Deteriorating relations
between China and the
U.S. could leave Japan

stuck in the middle
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The key To success for DonalD Trump is solving
the knotty problem of sluggish growth and stagnant wages
in America over the past 15 years. Median household
income has flatlined since 2000, and GDP growth has
averaged an anemic 2% when we could and should be
growing twice that fast. Our GDP is $3 trillion lower today
because of our growth deficit: the combined economic
output of Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania.

Trump has not talked in platitudes; he has given a
specific vision for how to jump-start the economy, and if
he does, the economy will resuscitate rapidly.

First, he believes that cutting the corporate tax rate is of
utmost importance. He wants to cut the current rate from
38.9% (the third highest in the world, behind the United
Arab Emirates and Puerto Rico) to 15%. This would inspire
companies to stay in America and companies to move back
home after relocating overseas. The Tax Foundation says
this could increase long-run U.S. GDP by as much as 4.1%.

But as Trump has told me personally, we cannot stop
at lowering the rates on large corporations like Microsoft
and GE; we must also lower the rates for the 28 million
small businesses in America. Small-business owners who
reinvest profits in their companies would be taxed at only
15%. Workers would also benefit from a vast simplification
and reduction in their individual income taxes, with aver-
age family savings of more than $1,000.

A mAjor boost for our economy would be a progrowth
energy policy, utilizing our abundant supply of oil, natural
gas and coal. America has the potential to lead the world in
energy production and, in the process, to create millions
of jobs and trillions of dollars in output—generating
considerable tax revenue. Roughly 2.7 million jobs could
be added to the U.S. economy over the next 30 years
through the opening of federal lands to drilling for oil and
mining for our 500 years’ worth of coal.

Stacks of job-killing Executive Orders and regulations
from the Obama era need to be repealed or rolled back.

THE TRUMP
PLAN FOR
BOOM TIMES
By Stephen Moore

REPLACING
OBAMACARE WITH
A LESS COSTLY
AND MORE
CHOICE-ORIENTED
ALTERNATIVE
WILL BOOST THE
ECONOMY

At the top of the stack is the
Clean Power Plan, which
has put tens of thousands of
American coal miners out
of work. In addition, fed-
eral regulations have forced
manufacturing companies to
pay more than $19,000 per
employee in order to remain
in compliance with the rules,
according to the National As-
sociation of Manufacturers.
Imagine the growth that will
ensue when business own-
ers are released from these
shackles.

Replacing Obamacare
with a less costly and more
choice-oriented alternative
will also boost the economy.
This year, Obamacare pre-
miums are rising 20% or
more, which strains family
finances. As many as 1 in 3
counties today has only one
option for a health-insurance
plan—meaning no competi-
tion at all. Regulations like
the 50-worker rule, requiring
businesses with 50 or more
employees to provide health
care coverage to all workers,
have helped to cap employ-
ment at many firms at 49 or
fewer employees.

Millennials have been
hurt the most, paying on av-
erage $1,400 more per year
for a bottom-of-the-barrel
plan and ensuring they never
move out of Mom and Dad’s
basement. Trump intends to
install market-based solu-
tions to health care that in-
crease competition—like al-
lowing people to buy health
insurance across state lines.
This will give Americans
more options and drive down
prices. Competition works
in every other industry. Why
not health care?

Moore is a senior fellow in
economics at the Heritage
Foundation and served as
an economic adviser for the
Trump campaign

President-elect
Trump and Vice

President-elect
Mike Pence at a
Carrier plant in

December. 
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THE PRESIDENT
WHO LOVED
By Ann Patchett

It’s an old story: a wIse man walks Into the kIngdom
of an angry and mistrustful king and says, “Go out and find
me one truly good man.”

The king puts on a disguise and for the next year talks
to every person he meets, not only in his own kingdom, but
in all the neighboring kingdoms, and in the end he returns
and reports that this mythical creature, this truly good man,
cannot be found. “Some came close,” says the king. “But when
I really examined them, they were, in their hearts, all bad.”

And so the wise man goes to the next kingdom, where the
king is loving and kind, and he says, “Go out and find me one
truly bad man.” This king, too, fails at his task. “I met some
people who seemed bad at first,” the king says. “But once I got
to know them, I found that there was always some good.”

A greAt deAl of how we see the world depends on our
outlook. For eight years, President Obama gave the American
people the example of his careful consideration, compassion,
rigorous intelligence and, wonder of wonders, love. Love was
not something I would have previously thought to look for in
a President, but now I’m wondering how I’ll do without it.

It was there in all those pictures taken of the President
with children, the mutual joy in every encounter. It was in
the expansive tenderness and respect he showed his family:
mother, mother-in-law, grandmother, sisters, daughters,
Michelle. Michelle and Barack Obama. If you lived without

an example of respectful adult love in
your family, all you had to do was look
to the White House to see how it should
be done.

There was love in the constant
celebration of the achievements of
others, in the President’s willingness
to shine the klieg light of his attention
onto veterans, scientists, artists and
educators. He loves books! And Obama
gave more Presidential Medals of
Freedom than any other President,
saving the last one for his Vice President,
Joe Biden, whom he called “my brother”
at the surprise ceremony. Biden, like the
rest of us watching, was in tears.

Obama’s final days in the White House were a fire sale of
love: he got it out there as fast as he could, trying to release as
much good as the law allowed, and it was not just the attempt
to make sure some 18 million Americans will continue to have
the right to health insurance, an effort that may well prove
futile. It was bigger than that, and it was smaller. One of his
Administration’s final acts was to declare the rusty patched

bumblebee an endangered
species, the first bee
species in the continental
U.S. to be awarded
protection. If God has
his eye on the sparrow,
as I was assured as a girl
in Catholic school, then
Obama had his eye on the
bumblebee.

FOr eIgHt YeArS, Amer-
icans were the beneficia-
ries of the President’s ex-
ample, and I am going to
miss it. Love seeps in over
time, just like hate. I’d got-
ten so used to the decency
of our President that I
had come to think of de-
cency as a right rather than
a privilege. I was wrong
about that. Presidents, like
gods and fathers, have a
long tradition of showing
their concern through dis-
cipline. Obama, who was
never short on discipline,

LOVE WAS NOT
SOMETHING
IWOULD HAVE
PREVIOUSLY
THOUGHT TO
LOOK FOR IN
A PRESIDENT

seemed to believe that
rigor was not undermined
by kindness and joy.

I keep trying to dissect
the enormous lump in my
throat as we face the end
of Obama’s presidency.
Certainly part of it is a
fear of the future, and the
specter of a new President
who stands in stark
opposition to everything
Obama has worked for
and achieved these past
eight years. But part of
the lump in my throat is
gratitude. Obama spent
eight years showing us
how it’s done. He saw the
good in us, he saw the
love, and he told us so.
Now all we have to do is
live up to it.

Patchett’s most recent
novel, Commonwealth,
is a finalist for a National
Book Critics Circle Award

President
Obama embraces

Vice President
Joe Biden after
surprising him

with the Medal of
Freedom on Jan. 12
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‘SUDDENLY, YOU GET A SENSE OF HOW COMPLICATED THE WORLD’S INNER WORKINGS ARE.’ —PAGE 53

TELEVISION

This Is Us
metes out
darkness in
search of a
moment’s
delight
By Daniel D’Addario

Ventimiglia and Moore with their children—before their lives spiral into chaos

The TiTle This is Us is almosT
perfectly meaningless. Together, the
three words signify nothing beyond
a vague concept of uplift and unity.
A show with that title could be a show
about anything. That’s exactly what
This Is Us on NBC is: a hazy attempt
to confront a number of human
experiences gradually approaching
infinity. Skittering across decades to
tell the story of the fraying Pearson
family, This Is Us is fluent in the
language of empathy. It’s addicted
to narrative twists and to suffering,
and its piling on of incident is pure
soap opera—and that ludicrous
excess accounts for the show’s
stratospheric success.

This Is Us, created by Crazy, Stupid,
Love writer Dan Fogelman, is among
the highest-rated shows on television

and was nominated for a Golden Globe
for Best Drama. It’s easy to see why,
given the broad strokes with which
the show paints the Pearsons. The
pilot, which aired last fall, introduced
three plotlines: a husband and wife
(Milo Ventimiglia and Mandy Moore)
expecting triplets, a man (Sterling K.
Brown) seeking his biological father,
and a brother and sister (Justin Hartley
and Chrissy Metz) who deal with his
distaste for his fame and her struggle
with obesity.

Any of these plotlines alone would
have plenty of potential. Combined,
they make for a shock-and-awe
campaign. The first episode’s twist—
that Ventimiglia’s and Moore’s
characters are expecting the babies
that will become Hartley and Metz
and adopt the baby that will become
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Brown—presaged a bushel of hairpin reversals,
including the death of Ventimiglia’s Jack Pearson.

Brown’s Randall Pearson seems to exemplify
the show’s attitude toward its characters: their
lives are an endless struggle, allergic to resolution.
Randall finds his father (Ron Cephas Jones), only
to learn that Dad is a mortally ill recovered addict
and that he colluded with Moore’s character to
hide his identity to preserve Pearson family unity.
Also, he is bisexual. Amid all these discoveries,
Randall
talks a co-
worker out of
committing
suicide
and has a
revelation
about his
relationship
with his
mother
while on
mushrooms.

This surplus
of plot makes
This Is Us
compulsively watchable, if only to find out what
happens next. The performances are strong,
particularly that of Brown, an Emmy winner for The
People v. O.J. Simpson. And each episode is careful
to provide momentary catharsis, a scene uniting
various Pearsons in a moment of bonding before
they plunge into new insanities.

At times, the show can’t get out of its own way.
Many of its stories twist potentially interesting
subject matter into the merely upsetting—with
brief uplift at the end. Its handling of Metz’s
Kate, for example, is just unfair. A woman who’s
struggled with body image her whole life, Kate
endures endless plot ditherings about weight
(culminating, recently, with her boyfriend
committing to diet with her, then collapsing from
a heart condition) that leave no room for an inner
life. We suffer with her, but we have no idea who
she is besides a number on a scale.

The characterization matters less than the
suffering, maybe making This Is Us the perfect
show for a national audience more and more
certain that things are on the wrong track. The
scenes that matter aren’t the unconvincing
bonding moments—they’re the ones in which the
characters marinate in their own private hell, dealt
with a jazzy élan by the show’s writers. After a
few episodes, the amount of plot became so great
that we no longer really need to recall why each
character is sad. We just feel that they are.

THIS IS US airs Tuesdays at 9 p.m. E.T. on NBC

Fogelman, also creator of Fox’s
Pitch, has seen This Is Us grow
into a social-media sensation

ON MY
RADAR
AWARDS SEASON

‘Given the
musicality of
La La Land, I’m
excited to see
the opening
numbers.
Godspeed to
them. I’ll be
home watching
in my pjs.’

QUICK TALK

Neil Patrick Harris
The former How I Met Your Mother star
returns to television as Count Olaf, a man
scheming after three orphans’ vast fortune,
in a new Netflix adaptation of Lemony
Snicket’s delightfully macabre children’s
books, A Series of Unfortunate Events.

You hadn’t read the books before.
What made you want to do the
series? I was looking forward to acting
as a character again and not as myself.
I’d spent a large chunk of the year
before on a variety show, Best Time Ever,
that was all-encompassing. I was proud
of it, but it was exhausting. I was just
anxious to get back to acting.

Since How I Met Your Mother, you’ve
taken on some villainous roles:
in Gone Girl, American Horror
Story and now this. How does Olaf
compare evilness-wise? He’s probably
the most dastardly, but he’s villainous
in a family-friendly way. So he can be
over-the-top terrible. You don’t have
to spend a lot of time with motivation
or backstory. There’s an absurdist
freedom to Olaf.

Any theories as to why kids love
this kind of darkness? I think
kids are fascinated by the morbid.
I know my kids are. Harper, our
daughter, likes us to tell her scary
stories. I’m thinking back now
to Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Kids are
told a lot how to behave well, so I
think creatively, it’s fun to indulge
in the sinister.

You’re a big fan of Jim Henson, and
it’s striking that both The Muppets
and A Series of Unfortunate Events
are children’s tales that also wink
at adults. Totally. Over the holiday,
we were playing the “Who would you
want to have a conversation with, living
or dead?” game. I said Jim Henson.
Something like Sesame Street or The
Muppet Show is brilliant because it
plays on two levels: it teaches you the
alphabet, and then makes a joke for the
parents. The kids know it’s there but
don’t quite get it. Now that I’m a parent,
I really value that. This show does
that too. —eliana dockTerman
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THE DECIDER

A game of throne
Victoria, now airing on PBS, is the latest in a
stately line of shows about monarchs. This chart
can help you decide which one to watch next,
be it British or French, highbrow or low, ending in
marriage or murder. —Eliana Dockterman

THE TUDORS
A brooding

King Henry VIII
beds and

beheads his
many wives.
Showtime

VERSAILLES
King

Louis XIV’s
sexcapades
were deemed
too racy for

American TV.
BBC Two

THE CROWN
An

Elizabeth II
series as

grand as her
corgis are

small.
Netflix

GALAVANT
The plague
is played for

laughs in
this courtly

musical
comedy.

ABC

REIGN
Mary, Queen
of Scots, a

prince and his
half brother
make up a

love triangle.
The CW

WOLF HALL
The

conniving
Thomas
Cromwell

pulls
Henry VIII’s

strings.
BBC Two

THE WHITE
PRINCESS
Women vie
for power in
the War of
the Roses

on the soap
Starz

THE
ROYALS
A queen
tries to

control her
hedonistic

twins.
E!

VICTORIA
The petite
teen queen
faces down
would-be

assassins
and suitors.

PBS

Your taste in princes
tends toward ...

Diamonds or rhinestones?

The better Bond:

Sean
Connery

Daniel
Craig

The more accurate
portrayal of romantic

love was ...

the gore of
Gone Girl

The
Notebook’s
happily ever

after

You know
what?

Americans
fought a

revolution in
order to not
have to care.
Just watch

Atlanta

A sovereign is to be ...

Siblings
should be

more like ...

revered, as
Thomas
Hobbes

suggested

feared, per
Niccolò

Machiavelli

the poetry
of Lord
Byron

or the poetry
of Queen
Beyoncé?

Do you prefer ...

Anna and Elsa Cain and Abel

Breakfast:

the caustic sex appeal
of Prince Harry

the duty-bound
Prince William
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FURTHER WATCHING
Director Mike Mills’

20th Century Women and
his previous film Beginners

share themes of aging
parents. Christopher
Plummer won a 2011

Oscar for his Beginners
role, an elderly dad who

reveals to his son that he
has terminal cancer and

that he’s gay.

TIME
PICKS

TELEVISION
Lifetime’s contem
porary remake of the
1988 Bette Midler
classic Beaches
(Jan. 21) stars Idina
Menzel and Nia Long
as decadeslong
friends from starkly
different backgrounds.

△
MUSIC
Front woman Katie
Stelmanis sings
chilling songs about
injustice and division
on Toronto synthpop
group Austra’s third
album, Future Politics
(Jan. 20).

BOOKS
Journalist Stephen
Kinzer brings American
imperialism in the
early 20th century to
life using Theodore
Roosevelt and
Mark Twain as main
characters in a lively
nonfiction account,
The True Flag.
▽
MOVIES
A young married
couple’s relationship
sours during a
theater performance
in The Salesman
(Jan. 27). The Iranian
French thriller made a
splash at the Cannes
Film Festival.

MOVIES

Annette Bening is radiant
in 20th Century Women
STorieS abouT women aS Told by men geT a bad rap
these days—we hardly need our lives mansplained to us. But
does that mean women shouldn’t be allowed to peer into the
minds of men either? Maybe we need to regain trust in a mode
of thinking that has served the world of art for centuries:
the sympathetic imagination.

In 20th Century Women, writer-director Mike Mills tells
a version of his coming-of-age in late-1970s Santa Barbara:
Annette Bening’s 50ish Dorothea is raising her son Jamie
(Lucas Jade Zumann) in a ramshackle Victorian house. The
two have always been close, and as Jamie hits adolescence,
Dorothea wonders if they’re not too close. She enlists two
young family friends—Abbie (Greta Gerwig), a photographer
who has just kicked cancer, and precocious sprite Julie
(Elle Fanning)—to help raise Jamie, figuring they can teach
him things about the world that she can’t.

The picture is a companion piece to Mills’ 2010 Beginners,
also a semiautobiographical look at the ways adult children
come to understand their parents as people. The Mills
touches—vintage-photo and news-clip montages, matter-
of-fact voice-overs—are all there. But 20th Century Women
has a more melancholy resonance. And Bening is superb,
portraying the way middle-aged loneliness and contentment
can be so intermingled that it’s almost impossible to tell which
is which. Dorothea doesn’t “need” a man, but her aloneness
isn’t a perfect state either. With both her girlish laughter and
her furrowed brow, which announces itself with the frown
lines that haunt us all as we age, Bening captures this state of
being perfectly. Mills deserves credit, too, for daring to wonder
what this magnificent character was feeling in the first place.

—STephanie zacharek

Bening is
superb,

portraying both
middle-aged

loneliness and
contentment
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The Founder finds
drama under the
Golden Arches
The world was supposedly a very differ-
ent place in 1954, when humble milk-shake-mixer
salesman Ray Kroc—played by Michael Keaton in
The Founder—first strode up to the window of a
new kind of drive-in joint in San Bernardino, Calif.
That restaurant, the first McDonald’s, had been
founded by brothers Dick and Mac McDonald
(Nick Offerman and John Carroll Lynch), who’d
figured out an ingenious system to grill, assemble
and serve a delicious 15¢ hamburger in just 30 sec-
onds. Kroc saw gold in the setup.

If you’re charitable, you could say that Kroc just
took a good idea and built on it. But The Founder,
directed by John Lee Hancock (The Blind Side,
The Rookie), is more insightful, and more damning,
than that: it makes the case that Kroc, after strik-
ing a business deal with the McDonald brothers,
craftily stole first their ideas and then their busi-
ness, ultimately becoming one of the most success-
ful and renowned businessmen in history.

That’s the dark side of American ingenuity,
and neither Hancock nor Keaton flinches from it.
The Founder coasts breezily on a kind of seductive,
sinister energy: What will Ray do next, as he trans-
forms himself from weary road warrior to exuberant
world beater? We watch in mild, unsurprised horror
as he exchanges his straightforward, loyal first wife
Ethel (Laura Dern) for blond dazzler Joan (played
with shrewd, kitty-cat charm by Linda Cardellini)
and boosts profits by removing milk from his res-
taurants’ milk shakes altogether, among other inno-
vations. The Founder is so entertaining, it scans like
a tongue-in-cheek satire. But processing it is a little
like taking a watch apart—suddenly, you get a sense
of how complicated the world’s inner workings are,
even today. It’s all there in Keaton’s watchful, calcu-
lating eyes. The world has changed a lot in 60 years.
But the art of the deal hasn’t.—s.z.

2

HAMBURGER HISTORY

Putting the fast in fast food
How McDonald’s put fries in the freezer and meals in

motion to change the way the world eats:

Kroc’s
milk shakes

brought
America to

the yard

Kroc wanted the swooping
arches to be visible from

the highway—and as
ubiquitous as church

steeples. It wasn’t until the
1960s that they migrated

side by side to become the
now iconic M-shaped brand.

GOLDEN ARCHES
Building a highway-compatible culture, 1952

After ousting the McDonald
brothers, Kroc transitioned
from fresh milk to powder

to eliminate the high cost of
industrial refrigerators. The
change wasn’t permanent:

today’s shakes are made with
real milk. —Eliza Berman

POWDERED MILK SHAKE
Cutting down on costs, 1971

The McDonald brothers’
“Speedee Service

System” applied Henry
Ford’s method to burgers,

assigning discrete steps to
each worker, supported by

equipment like lazy Susans
and infrared warming lights.

BURGER ASSEMBLY
Turning art into science, 1948

The pioneering brothers
replaced glassware and
silverware with disposable
utensils, eliminating the
need for dishwashers or
bussers and introducing
Americans to a plateless,
tableless mobile meal.

MEALS IN A BAG
Putting the knife in sit-down dining, 1948

Kroc’s decision to ditch
fresh for frozen fries
made them one of the
company’s most profitable
menu items. Today,
Americans eat an average
of 29 lb. of fries (of all
varieties) every year.

FROZEN FRIES
Finding profits in uniformity, 1966
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Instead of
relocating to
Hollywood,

he set up his
production
company in
Berwyn, Pa.

Most of
Shyamalan’s

movies
are set in
or around

Philadelphia

HOMETOWN
HERO

Time Off AmericanVoices

▶ For more Voices, visit time.com/AmericanVoices

m. NighT ShyamalaN’S New movie, Split, iS abouT a
man with multiple personalities competing for control of his
mind and body. James McAvoy plays Kevin, who developed
23 personalities in the aftermath of childhood trauma. The
most nefarious of these kidnap three young women and
lock them in a dreary basement. As the women struggle to
find a way out, Kevin’s many personae devolve into a violent
struggle for control.

Shyamalan, 46, has long been fascinated by dissociative
identity disorder (DID), the controversial diagnosis once

known as multiple-personality
disorder. He dreamed up Split’s main
character 15 years ago; as with most
of his films, he wrote the original
screenplay himself. Shyamalan
is interested not just in the ways
in which the condition hints at
untapped human potential—he cites
DID patients who have been said
to flawlessly play Beethoven after
merely hearing a piece of music—but
also in the fact that we regard that
kind of behavior as disordered at all.

“They can do things we can’t, but we call that a disorder?” he
asks. “The therapy is to make them one consciousness again.
But that’s about conforming. Is it just our bias, our lens that
we look through?”

SHYAMALAN’S iNtereSt in film developed when he
was a kid in suburban Philadelphia, the son of an
obstetrician and a cardiologist. Born in Puducherry,
India, he arrived in the U.S. as an infant and grew up
as the only Hindu kid attending a Catholic school.
When he discovered Steven Spielberg and got his
hands on a Super 8 camera around the age of 8,
a future auteur was born. By the end of high
school, he’d made dozens of amateur movies.

Shyamalan became a household name with his
third movie, The Sixth Sense, released in 1999 on his
29th birthday. The thriller not only introduced one
of the most memorable lines in movie history—“I see
dead people”—but it also made $673 million world-
wide. Shyamalan was nominated for Academy Awards
for Best Screenplay and Best Director. Though he
didn’t win, he became the first Indian American to be
nominated in either category.

That success turned Shyamalan into a brand—one
with high expectations he couldn’t always meet. Many
of his midcareer films, such as Lady in the Water (2006)

M. Night Shyamalan, filmmaker
The master of supernatural suspense returns
with Split, a psychological thriller that explores
mental illness. Shyamalan discusses the
untapped potential of the human brain and
the changing nature of diversity in Hollywood

and The Last Airbender (2010), were
panned by critics or fared poorly at the
box office. “It’s seductive to wallow
in—‘You’re a genius! You’re an idiot!
You’re a genius! You’re an idiot!’” he
says. “But did I honor the characters?
Did I get the right actors? That’s the
process I have control over.”

Shyamalan, one of the most
prominent Indian Americans in the
industry, has at times disappointed
fans with a lack of diversity in his films.
He says he sees progress as inevitable
but adds that he resists diversity for
diversity’s sake: “Hollywood has become
more diverse to the point where it’s an
agenda, and that’s an awkward stage.”

A SHYAMALAN fiLM in 2017 feels mark-
edly different, starting with its budget.
Both Split and 2015’s The Visit were
made on a shoestring—$5 million apiece,
less than 5% of the cost of his 2013 sci-fi
adventure, After Earth. His newer films
also reflect a retreat from the twist end-
ings and Hitchcockian cameos once

expected of him, supplanted by a back-
to-basics emphasis on character and

story. “Drama is the most important
part for me,” says the director. “I

don’t know if anyone will ever
acknowledge the drama in my
movies because the flash is
what everyone remembers.”

Hinging Split on McAvoy’s
performance—at turns warm
and sympathetic, at turns

chillingly detached—seems
to have worked. So far,
critics have reviewed the

movie more positively than
any other of Shyamalan’s films

in the past decade. However that
impacts his legacy with fans, the

director says he won’t feel trapped.
“To be known for something that

came organically from you is not a
prison,” he says. “It’s a house that you
created.”—eliza bermaN

‘Hollywood
has become
more diverse
to the point
where it’s
an agenda,
and that’s
an awkward
stage.’
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Prototype shown with options. Production model may vary. 1. Drivers should always be responsible for their own safe driving. Please always pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. 
Depending on the conditions of roads, vehicles, weather, etc., the system(s) may not work as intended. See Owner’s Manual for details. 2. The TSS Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid or Owner’s Manual for details. 2. The TSS Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid or Owner’s Manual
reduce the crash speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, driver input 
and road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for details. 3. The Pedestrian Detection system is designed to detect a pedestrian ahead of the vehicle, determine if impact is imminent and help reduce Owner’s Manual for details. 3. The Pedestrian Detection system is designed to detect a pedestrian ahead of the vehicle, determine if impact is imminent and help reduce Owner’s Manual
impact speed. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrians, driver input and weather, light and 
road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for details. ©2016 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.Owner’s Manual for details. ©2016 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.Owner’s Manual

As usual, you saw that coming.
There are a lot of things that are easy to see coming, like man buns and homemade kombucha 
going out of style, but some things are a little harder to detect. Like that pedestrian 
unexpectedly jaywalking. That’s why Toyota Safety Sense™ P,1 including a Pre-Collision 
System2 with Pedestrian Detection,3 comes standard on the new 2017 Corolla. Toyota Safety Sense™ Standard
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Time Off Books

as a woman. He stays by John’s side
throughout Army campaigns across
the South and West, and dons dresses
in peacetime. Between wars, the
couple take in Winona, a Sioux girl
who becomes a daughter to them and
redoubles their joy. Unlike the doomed
couple of Brokeback Mountain, this
pair make a happy, stable family.
“My heart is full of Winona but also

John Cole,” Thomas
writes. “How come we got
to have Winona? I don’t
know. We been through
many slaughters, John
Cole and me. But I am as
peaceful and easy now as
I ever been. Fear flies off
and my box of thoughts

feels light.”
Through Barry, the

frontiersman has a poet’s
sense of language. His
thoughts on his sergeant’s
visible aging: “Like we
got 10 faces to wear in our
lives and we wear them

one by one.” If you underlined every
sentence in Days Without End that has a
rustic beauty to it, you’d end up with a
mighty stripy book. —sarah begley

Death lurks arounD every corner
in Irish novelist Sebastian Barry’s new
book Days Without End. But narrator
Thomas McNulty is a survivor: the
potato famine in Ireland, the immigrant
fever sheds and mass graves in Canada,
the Indian Wars, the Civil War and the
random violence of the postbellum
South. He has witnessed enough
tragedy to darken 10 lifetimes. And yet,
in spite of those horrors,
Days Without End is
suffused with joy and
good spirit.

A hefty chunk of
Thomas’ pleasure in life
comes from comrade-
in-arms John Cole. They
meet as ragamuffin
boys scrounging for
food in a frontier town,
“two wood-shavings
of humanity in a rough
world,” and eventually
find work in a saloon
putting on dresses and
dancing with lonely
cowboys for 50¢ a night. There, Thomas
comes to two understandings: that
his handsome best friend is the love
of his life, and that he enjoys dressing

THE SHORT LIST

Wild, wild
westerns

Barry isn’t the only writer
with a new book featuring

gunslingers, cowboys and life
on the frontier. Here are three

more to rope you in:

FICTION

The silver linings of big sky

Sebastian Barry
was short-listed

for the Man
Booker Prize for

A Long Long
Way and The

Secret Scripture

△
AWARDS SEASON

Days Without End, which
came out in the U.K. last
year, has already won the

Costa Novel Award—a
second for Barry

WORLD, CHASE
ME DOWN

By Andrew Hilleman
Real-life Robin Hood

Pat Crowe, a kidnapper
with a social-justice

mission, served as source
material for this novel

THE MAN WHO SHOT
OUT MY EYE IS DEAD

By Chanelle Benz
This collection includes
a western story about a

brother-sister bandit duo,
plus tales of escapades

in other genres

LITTLE HEAVEN
By Nick Cutter

Three mercenaries take
a job investigating what

may be a New Mexico cult;
mayhem ensues, blending

western and horror
conventionsB
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WHAT POPPED IN CULTURE
LOVE IT

LEAVE IT

A 25-year-old
Venezuelan woman

was arrested for
attempting to

smuggle her boyfriend
out of prison in a

suitcase.

British broadcaster Sky Arts canceled
an upcoming episode of the show
Urban Myths after the casting of
white actor Joseph Fiennes as

King of Pop Michael Jackson was
condemned by Jackson’s daughter.

‘We both love
chicken Alfredo.’

GRACIE RAINSBERRY, 10, after meeting
her identical twin sister, Audrey Doering, for

the first time. The girls were born in China and
adopted by different American families.

Chris Rock, Amy Schumer,
Aziz Ansari, Dave Chappelle

and Jerry Seinfeld (not
pictured) showed up for a
surprise superstar set at

New York City’s Comedy Cellar.

TIME’S WEEKLY TAKE ON

Time Off PopChart  

British actor Idris Elba
is auctioning off a date

to raise money for a
charity supporting girls’

education in Africa.

Scientists named a newly
discovered primate species

the Skywalker hoolock gibbon
because, among other reasons,
they are huge Star Wars fans.

NBC will revive pioneering sitcom Will & Grace,
with the show’s original cast, later this year.

Los Angeles
sushi restaurants

reportedly
mislabel the
type of fish in
their products

nearly 50% of the
time, according
to a recent study

in the journal
Conservation

Biology.
Steve Harvey apologized after
making jokes on his talk show

about Asian men having no
chance of getting a date with

women of other races.

Dallas Stars captain
Jamie Benn, frustrated

with his team’s
performance against
the Buffalo Sabres,

snapped three hockey
sticks over his knee in

the course of one game.
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My eldest daughter was christened in an elegant
Swedish church just off Fifth Avenue in New York City,
not too far from Trump Tower. The minister was a striking
woman with white-blond hair and green satin robes. She and
the ceremony were both lovely and somewhat restrained.
And, just like at my wedding, I had no idea what was going
on because almost everything was said in Swedish. Not that
it mattered.

I’m so religiously ignorant, I didn’t know the meaning of
most of those christening traditions. To me, it felt like we
were expressing some core human instinct to bind our child
to the community. We were making a commitment to her:
you’re one of us, we’re responsible for you. Every civilization
has some form of this communion, I’m sure. And I think this
ancient ritual still serves a practical purpose. As someone
once said, it takes a village to raise a child, and most of my
village was in the church that day.

Of course, these family ceremonies are almost always
layered with complicated dynamics as well as goodwill,
accumulated over the generations. Relatives who aren’t
on speaking terms, old jealousies, nascent arguments. But
usually we show up. We put on our good clothes and turn out
for each other. It’s the power of ritual.

A few years later, I would take that daughter and her
little sister back to midtown Manhattan for a different ritual:
the big, loud street demonstration. She was just old enough
to hold a sign and mimic the chants but too young to know
why she was there. (It was to protest the invasion of Iraq.)
She likely thought it was a street fair, minus the corn dogs.
Meanwhile, we adults were comforted by the size of the
crowd and the solidarity.

Soon enough the children got cold and tired. One said she
wanted to give her sign to the family behind us. We ran out
of snacks; there were no public bathrooms, because it was
New York. And as we were somewhat fickle and tenderfooted
demonstrators, there was other grumbling. Some of us
asked what the point of marching was anyway. How often do
protests change laws or stop wars? Is a march just symbolic
reassurance, a secular christening?

The TruTh is, most of us aren’t sure if what we’re fighting
for will ever come to pass. But there are those who back
the underdoggiest of causes or candidates long before
the mainstream lines up, or even when it’s clear that the
mainstream never will line up. Sometimes it takes decades
for anything to change. The motivators need bolstering, and

the triumphs are precarious. And so the faith of the
faithful is our best resource.

When i Was in college, there was a tiny campus
protest to demand that our university divest
from companies that did business with apartheid
South Africa. We camped out in tents on the wet
spring ground for weeks, some of us a few feet from
the doors to our dorm, which felt ridiculous. But then
Pete Seeger, that Zelig of protesters, arrived with his
guitar, and we sang about sleeping lions and people
who overcame. More showed up, and there was
tension between the newcomers and those who had
been there for weeks. Kind of like a family. Eventually,
there was a tipping point on the issue, and the univer-
sity administration changed its mind. I have no idea
whether we soggy college kids made any difference,
but it felt like it at the time. And that was everything.

I’ve been thinking about tipping points lately as
the U.S. enters a season of tradition and ceremony
meant to signal a peaceful transition of power that feels
like anything but. The pomp and circumstance parallel
the dissent. Both may be largely symbolic, but the
divisions and the fear are so real for so many that the
usual rituals of unity haven’t been enough.

I worry that it will be a while before our polarized
citizenry is able to put on our good clothes and show
up for each other. Yet I’d never tell my daughters to put
aside their convictions and stand down. I hope that
even if they don’t remember why they were trudging
through Manhattan on that freezing February day
years ago, they do remember the collective emotion,
the feeling of standing together, of purpose, of
speaking up even when the outcome is uncertain. Call
it a family tradition. Call it an American tradition. •

Shared rituals are
the tie that binds
By Susanna Schrobsdorff

Essay The Pursuit of Happy-ish
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‘We want our
national body of
excellent literature
to look like our
excellent body of
American citizens.’

9 Questions     

Lisa Lucas Nearly a year into her tenure, the executive
director of the National Book Foundation reflects on her
first award season and the future of reading

Desmond’s Evicted. We talk about mass
incarceration all the time, and it’s a hor-
rible problem, we should talk about it
200% more than we already do. But we
don’t talk about unstable housing.

What was a book that changed your
life? Books in general have changed my
life. There’s not a book that said, “Lisa
Lucas, you are a new Lisa Lucas.” But
there are so many moments where I felt
saved or encouraged. Gabriel García
Márquez pushed me forward in under-
standing that books reflected a bigger
world. In college I learned that I could
love some of the great works, like Sister
Carrie or Anna Karenina or Their Eyes
Were Watching God. White Teeth is an-
other one—I found there was some rec-
ognition in the writing. And then James
Baldwin—as a black person, there are
voices that remind you that you are not
alone, that you’re not crazy.

What do you say if you’re asked to
blurb a book? I’ve never been asked
before. I don’t know that I can. I
know that I would make sure not
to call any book “urgent.”

Who would be in your fantasy
book club? Baldwin is obviously
in it. Although he seems like he
would be mean. Dorothy Parker.
Eleanor Roosevelt. Zora Neale Hur-
ston seems like she’d be really fun.

What book would you recom-
mend to our President? We were
so lucky to have such a wonder-
ful reader in President Obama, who
said that reading novels helped to
make him a better citizen. I can only
hope that President Trump is as inter-
ested in our stories, lives and litera-
ture. I’d recommend some books that
have recently been celebrated by the
foundation: Claudia Rankine’s Citizen;
John Lewis, Andrew Aydin and Nate
Powell’s March; Arlie Russell Hochs-
child’s Strangers in Their Own Land;
and Ibram X. Kendi’s Stamped From the
Beginning. —Sarah Begley

You’re both the first woman and the
first black person to run the National
Book Foundation. How does it feel
to be twice a first? You know, it’s sad.
There shouldn’t be so many firsts still in
the year 2017. You’d think it would feel
like some kind of triumph, and it does—
obviously it says something about your
own personal career. But you don’t ever
want to be the only one in the room.

For the first National Book Awards
under your leadership, three of the
four winners were black. Did that feel
good? Yeah! But then, should it be so
unusual? It’s wonderful to see people
from different backgrounds having
their work celebrated—people from
rural backgrounds, people who did not
come up going to the best universities,
who are not necessarily professors, who
are Asian American, Latino. I think we
want our national body of excellent
literature to look like our excellent body
of American citizens.

What is going to be the role of
American literature in the new
political era? People keep saying we’re
postfact, and I think that books are
the special place where we can go to
understand the world that we live in.

In 2014, 27% of Americans didn’t read
a single book. How do we change
that? People who make and market
books probably assume that 27% of
people aren’t going to bother with our
product. That’s the place where you
first start correcting. Assume everyone
reads. Lately people have been talking
a lot about book deserts, places
where there isn’t access—how do we
encourage people to open bookstores in
these communities?

What was your personal favorite
book of 2016? My favorite book of
2016 is obviously one of the four Na-
tional Book Award winners. But if I
had to pick one that’s not, I would pick
C.E. Morgan’s The Sport of Kings, which I
thought was magnificent. Also Matthew
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Today, researchers are using immunotherapy treatments to stimulate 
the body’s immune system to destroy invading cancer cells. 

Welcome to the future of medicine. For all of us.   

THERE WERE THOSE WHO BELIEVED 
THE BODY COULD NEVER FIGHT CANCER.

 NEVER SAY NEVER. 
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